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INTRODUCIION

Low-cycle thermal fatigue (LClF) Is one of the dominant failure modes in

h_gh temperature structural components. In fact, the problem is intensifying

in aeronautical gas turbine blades and vanes as greater emphasis is placed on

internal cooling of hollow airfoils to permit higher gas temperatures. The

resultant thermal gradients at thin leading and trailing edges become greater,

and the propensity for thermal fatigue cracking increases. As greater perform-

ance is demanded of gas turbines, operating temperatures increase, rotational
speeds increase, thermal transients Intensify, and durability suffers. As a

case in point, the United States Space Shuttle Main Engine utilizes turbo-

machinery that extracts over seven hundred horsepower per turbine blade. Yet,

the blade airfoil is only about the size of a thumb. Their durability is

measured in Just thousands of seconds of operation during which time low-cycle
thermal fatigue cracks initiate and grow to readily detectable proportions.

Pressure vessel and piping components in the electric power industry also

must be designed to resist thermal fatigue cracking. This is done at great

expense, because the consequences of suffering low-cycle thermal fatigue crack-

ing would be many times more expensive than the cost of initial analyses.

Structural safety, particularly when high pressure steam and radioactive sub-

stances are involved, is of paramount importance. It demands that structural

integrity be malntalned even under the most severely imaginable circumstances.

Thermal fatigue cracking problems also abound in a multitude of less sophisti-

cated but equally important hlgh-temperature hardware.

The cost of all thermal fatigue failures, and of the prevention of those
that might have occurred, is quite high. Costs of replacement parts alone are

estimated at several billion dollars/yr in the United States (ref. l). In
addition, valuable natural resources are being lost in terms of nonrecyclable

strategic materials such as cobalt, chromium, and nickel. In the aeronautical

gas turbine engine industry, which maintains an enviably high positive balance

of international payments for the United States, hot section component mainten-

ance costs in Iggo are expected to exceed two billion dollars/yr (ref. 2).

Since a sizable fraction of the maintenance is thermal fatigue cracking related,

there is a strong economic driver for better understanding of the failure pro-

cesses of thermal fatigue. Emphasis is on developing more thermal fatigue

resistant alloys, and utilizing these and existing materials as efficiently

and effectively as their inherent durability characteristics permits. The

very heart of current efforts directed toward low-cycle thermal fatigue is

concentrating on being able to understand and to relate isothermal and thermal
low-cycle fatigue. The task would be reasonably straightforward if the cyclic

deformation mechanisms were independent of temperature, and the thermal cycling

h_story did not alter the metallurgical state of the material either internally

or at its exposed free surfaces. For the most part, however, none of these

conditions exist and hence the problem becomes complicated. If there are mech-

anlsms that are activated during thermal cycling and not during isothermal



fatigue, then not only ls the problem complicated, It becomes physlcally Impos-
sible to predict low-cycle thermal fatigue response solely from an isothermal
basis. Correlations and engineering approximations have therefore become a
necessary ingredient to the problem's solution. This has been the approach
used In the prediction of low-cycle thermal fatigue In the past, and will
ltkely remain as such for a number of years to come. Whlle most approaches
proposed to-date are empirical, considerable qualitative insights have been
achieved. Emphasis Is being placed now on making them more quantitative.

lwo of the simplest and most common engineering approximations for pro-

jectlng isothermal behavior into nonlsothermal cycling conditions are: (1) to
assume that the isothermal fatigue resistance at the maximum temperature Is

representative of the thermal cycling fatigue resistance, or (2) to assume that
the lowest isothermal fatigue resistance within the range of temperatures of

thermal cycling Is the one to use in estimating the thermal fatigue resistance.
Other occaslonally assumed criterion are the use of an algebraic average or

integrated equivalent temperature between the two extreme temperatures. None
of these assumptions are based upon a sound understanding of the mechanisms of

low-cycle thermal fatigue damage accumulation. An In-depth discussion of these

and alternative approaches wlll be presented in a later section. First, how-

ever, It Is advisable to present a brief description of the thermal fatigue

process.

Fatigue In metals Is the consequence of repeated reversals of inelastic
deformation. It Is now well established that solids must be able to be

deformed by nonrecoverable inelastic deformation in order to be prone to pro-

gresslve failure by the mechanism known as fatigue, lhls mechanism is a direct
consequence of repeated cyclic inelastic deformation. When the deformation is

highly localized and Is detectable only at the microscopic scale, many thou-
sands or even millions of cycles must be applied to initiate a crack and prop-

agate it to macroscopic proportions. If the cyclic inelastic deformation Is

greater and distributed more homogeneously on the macroscopic scale, the llfe-

time may be but a few cycles or as many as tens of thousands of cycles to fail-
ure. This Is the regime of low-cycle fatigue. While low-cycle fatigue can

result from repeated large strains at constant temperature conditions, the

technologically more important condition called thermal fatigue Is more often
than not the source of the deformation that imparts low-cycle endurances In

high temperature structures. In the case of thermal fatigue, the cyclic defor-
mation is imposed as the result of the constrained differential thermal expan-

sion within a solid caused by temperature gradients induced during alternate

heating and cooling. Thermal fatigue is typically a low-cycle fatigue problem

(approximately less than lO4 cycles to failure) owing principally to the low
frequency of thermal cycling of most engineering structures. For example,

aeronautical gas turbine engines experience one major thermal fatigue cycle per

flight, i.e., start-up, Idle, acceleration, cruise, deceleration, Idle and
shut-down. No more than a few flights per day are scheduled, so the rate of

cycling is less than about lO00/yr. This is in the low cycle fatigue regime

even If the engines are operated for lO yr or more.

Mechanical components of engineering structures that operate at elevated

temperatures undergo their major temperature change at the beginning and end

of each usage. Rapid temperature changes produce high thermal gradients and

thus high thermal stresses and strains, lhe cyclic loading conditions induced

by temperature gradients are essentially deformation limited loadlngs. Hence,
the laboratory studies of thermal fatigue (or more appropriately - thermal



strain fatigue) are generally llmlted to straln-controlled low-cycle fatigue
tests. Untll recently, the thermal fatigue resistance of materials was asses-
sed by conducting isothermal low-cycle fatigue tests at the expected maximum
temperature of the thermal fatigue cycle. Long time operation at the steady
state elevated temperature of the structural component was simulated by imposi-
tion of hold periods at the peak tensile or compressive strain within the
Isothermal cycle. Thus long time exposure effects brought about by oxidation,
hot corrosion, and creep could be assessed in the relatively simple laboratory
simulation experiments.

As a consequence, an extremely large Isothermal data base has grown over
the years that supports a design philosophy that embodies the same slmpltsttc
assumptions. As computer-controlled testing equipment and techniques have
evolved, the capability to perform well-controlled, thermomechantcal fatigue*
experiments, however, has begun to manifest Itself. Comparison of thermomech-
anlcal fatigue results with Isothermal results has sometimes revealed alarmlng
discrepancies, particularly wherein thermomechanlcal fatigue resistance Is
slgnlflcantly lower than would have been expected based upon isothermal fatigue

resistance. A following section deals with results reported In the llterature.

*Thermomechanlcal fatigue is the terminology adopted for mechanical

fatigue that has a superimposed uniformly varying temperature cycle. The two

cycles have the same period, but the temperature and the mechanical strain can

be programmed to otherwise vary independently of one another. Thermal fatigue,

on the other hand, Is associated wlth no external mechanical constraint; the

stresses and strains are self imposed due to differential thermal expansion

brought about by the temperature gradients.

3
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HISTORICALPERSPECTIVE

A state-of-the-art review of low-cycle thermal fatigue Is Incomplete with-
out the obligatory references to the early works that provided the foundation
for evolution of the field. Olscusslon of these references will be kept brief
by mentioning only the major activities that were carried out by the fore-
sighted, dedicated researchers of three and four decades ago. Whlle a smatter-
lng of lsolated work had been carried out prior to 1950, most of the substan-
tial, directed research efforts began In the late 1940s and early 1950s. The
world economy, partlcularly in the United States, had recovered sufflclently
from World War IT to finance these activities. Thermal fatigue cracking was
attracting attention In several unrelated industries, and thus the problem was
attacked Independently by the pioneering researchers.

In the rallroad industry, thermal fatigue cracking, or heat checking, of
railway car wheel rlms during braking prompted the University of Tlllnols
Engineering Experiment Station to mount research efforts to better understand
the parameters Involved. Professor Harry Wetenkamp and co-workers published
some of their early work in June of 1950 (ref. 3).

In the area of atomic power that was beginning to arouse interest, con-
cerns were given to the potentially severe thermal fatigue problems created by
large temperature excursions In plant components as power levels were brought
up and down. Working through the Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory and the
Research and Development Center of the General Electrlc Company, Or. Louis F.
Coffin, Jr. assembled thermal fatigue machines that could impose large tempera-
ture variations on axial low-cycle fatigue specimens (ref. 4). The specimens
were instrumented with extensometers that could detect the sizeable plastlc
strains that were suffered by samples of the austenltlc stalnless steel being
evaluated. Coffin's classlc paper (ref. 5) summarizing these extensive results
was published in 1954.

While the above work was going on, the aeronautical gas turbine engine
was slowly evolving as a viable propulsion system, and the former NACA Aircraft

Engine Research Laboratory (NASA Lewis Research Center) was deeply involved In

research to improve performance, efficiency and durablllty of turbine compon-

ents. Some of the early turbine components (combustors, disks, blades, guide
vanes, etc.) survived less than a hundred hours of operation before failing by

creep and thermal fatigue cracking mechanisms, lhese problems attracted the

attention of a number of the Research Center's staff, including S.S. Manson.

He has since devoted a substantial portion of his research career to a better

understanding of thermal fatigue, and to developing numerous llfe prediction

methods for the aerospace industry as well as others. His concepts of Strain

Invarlance, 1966 (ref. 6), for thermally driven problems, the method of Unl-

versal Slopes, 1965 (ref. 7); the lO percent Rule, 1967 (ref. B); Modified Time

and Cycle Fraction Approach to Creep-Fatlgue Analysis, 1971 (ref. 9); and the

Stralnrange Partitioning Method, 1971 (ref. lO), have seen extensive use

throughout the world. Applications have ranged from the design of gas turbine

engine combustor liners, nuclear pressure vessel and piping components, to the
United States Space Shuttle Maln Engine. Hls extensive articles in Machine

Design Magazine In the early 1960s provided the basis for his classic book on

lhermal Stress and Low Cycle Fatigue published In 1966 (ref. ll). In a review
paper entitled "lhermal Fatigue" published In 1974 by R.3 E. Glenny of the

Royal Aircraft Establishment of England (ref. 12), credit Is given to a number

of NACA/NASA researchers for some of the earliest, best-documented examples of

thermal fatigue cracking In gas turbine engine bladlng. Results had been
5



reported for tests on J47 and 333 turbine engines. It was thls environment
that encouraged Dr. David A. Spera of the NASA-Lewls Laboratories to pursue
thermal fatigue problems In h_s Ph.O. studies as well as In hls daily work at
the Laboratories. In a conference on Thermal Fatigue of Materials and Compon-
ents organized by Ors. Spera and Mowbray (of the General Electric Company)
under the auspices of the American Soctety for Testing and Raterlals In 1976,
Dr. Spera Introduced the conference wlth a paper entitled "What ls Thermal
Fatigue?" (ref. 13). In that paper, he cited some of the very early researches
tnto thermal fatigue cracking.

1he University of Alabama's Bureau of Engineering Research has been a
source of thermal fatigue research beg_nning In the 1950s with support from the
Oak Ridge National Laboratories (ORNL) of Oak Ridge, Tennessee. The practical
problems of thermal fatigue cracking in atomic power plant components drove
this research. Dr. Harry Majors, 3r., prepared a summary of the literature on
thermal fatigue as of 1956 (ref. 14). At Alabama, Professor Eugene E. Carden
spearheaded thermal fatigue efforts and was one of the first along wlth
Dr. R.W. Swlndeman (ref. 15) of ORNL to perform we1] controlled thermomechan-
lcal fatigue tests tn which axial speclmens are thermally cycled under servo-
controlled straln conditions.

Outside the United States, research on thermal and low-cycle fatigue
emerged a little slower following the war. Nevertheless, the Japanese, working
through their untversttles, and tn particular, through Kyoto Universlty and the
late Professor ShuJi lalra, played a catch-up game and were soon publish_ng
numerous papers on the subject of thermal and lowbcycle fatigue.

In addition to the valuable thermomechanlcal fatigue data that was gener-
ated, emphasis was placed on techniques for estimating thermal fatigue l_fe
based upon Isothermal fatigue results. Because of the _ntroductlon of creep In
the thermal cycles, Professor Talra and his students (ref. 16) were the first
to apply the concept of summing creep damage due to tlme fractions during
cycllc loading tests. This work was reported In 1962. They relied upon the
Robinson (ref. 170) time fraction rule proposed in 1952 for variable stress
creep rupture loading conditions. Significant refinements were made to thls
approach a few years later by Spera [18] and by Manson, Spera, and Halford
(ref. 19). The tlme- and cycle-fraction rule for creep-fatigue life prediction
is a cornerstone of the ASRE Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Case N-47-22 for
nuclear component deslgn [19].

In the United Kingdom, papers concerning high temperature low-cycle
fatigue began to appear in the late 1950s and early 1960s. Early low-cycle
fatigue research reports were published by P.P. Benham [20-22], wh_le a student
at London University and later as a Lecturer at the Imperlal College of London.
Meanwhile, at the Natlonal Gas Turbine Establishment, Glenny and co-workers
(refs. 23 and 24) were developing the fluldized bed technique for thermal
fatigue testing of candidate turbine blade and vane materlals. Repeated ther-
mal shock experiments were performed with ceramics, cermets, and metals. The
flutdlzed bed technique proved to be hlghly effective providing extremely high
heat transfer rates from the hot and cold beds to the test sample (In the shape
of a tapered disk) that was alternately transferred from one to the other.
Slmllar tests beds were subsequently bullt and used extensively in the United
States (ref. 25). To overcome problems associated with the inherent coupllng
of thermal cycllng and mechanical cycling in fluldlzed bed testing, Forrest and
Penfold (ref. 26) at the National Physical Laboratories In Teddlngton developed



a thermal cycling bending machine. With the machine, mechanical strain cycling
and thermal cycllng could be imposed independently of one another. The tech-

nique dld not spread extensively, since it was at about the same time that

servo-controlled machines were being developed for hlgh-temperature axial

strain controlled testing. The latter provided a much better system for sim-

ulating thermal fatigue since stresses, strains, and temperatures could be

measured directly, and any two of the three could conceivably be independently
programmed as a function of time. Hence, better controlled and more easily
interpreted tests could then be performed.

Results of Russian thermal fatigue research didn't start appearing as
translations In the Western Hemisphere until the very early Ig6Os. Among the

more prolific authors were S.V. Serensen, R.M. Schnelderovltch, G.S. Pisarenko,

P.I. Kotov, Ya. B. Frldman, L.B. Getsov, and T.F. Balandln, G.N. Tret'yachenko,
and A.F. Malygln.

Despite the technological importance of thermal fatigue, there have been

few published reviews of the literature in this area. Most reviews were per-

formed very early in the development of the field, and today serve only as

historical documents. Attempts to summarize current thermal fatigue research
and to assess the state-of-the-art are notably lacking. It is the intent of
the present survey of the field to begin to f111 this void.

Among the early summaries or bibliographies are those by lhlelsch in 1952

(ref. 27), Majors in 1956 (ref. 14), Miller in lg59 (ref. 28), Glenny (ref. 29)

and Yen (ref. 30) in 1961, Aklmov and Sklyarov (ref. 31) (Russian experimental

work up to 1962), Gusenkov and Kotov (ref. 32) (Russian work up to 1983), and
Carden (ref. 33) and Baron (ref. 34) In 1964. Manson's book on Thermal Stress
and Low-Cycle Fatigue In 1966 (ref. ll) and Spera's Doctoral Thesis in 1968

(ref. 18) covered the work in the field up to and including the Ig6Os. A
literal exploslon of thermal fatigue research occurred In the 1970's and has

spread into the lg80s. Several factors were responsible, including the avail-

ability of more appropriate thermomechanlcal fatigue testing equipment,
increased demands from designers for more accurate representations of thermal

fatigue resistance, the use of finite element structural analyses, and an added

awareness that isothermal fatigue representations of thermal fatigue were no
longer adequate in many cases.

Another way that work in a particular field gets summarized is through
Conferences and Symposia on the subject. In the area of thermal fatigue, the
more notable such conferences and books are those listed under references 35
to 61.

1HERMAL AND IHERMOMECHANICAL FAI[GUE - UNBALANCED DEFORMAI[ON
AND CRACKING PROCESSES

A strong distinction is made herein between the terms "thermal fatigue"
and "thermomechanlcal fatigue" lhe former Is associated with self-lmposed

constrained thermal expansion In solids undergoing cyclic temperature grad-

lents. Superimposed mechanical loadlngs may also be involved. In contrast,
"thermomechanlcal fatigue" will be used to indicate variable temperature

fatigue in which the mechanical strain is imposed only by externally applied
loads. Temperature gradients are intentionally avoided in thermomechanlcal

fatigue experiments, lhermomechanlcal fatigue is an experlmental simplifica-
tion of thermal fatigue. It permits experiments to be conducted for whlch a

7



test volume of material ts subjected to uniformly (with respect to gauge
length) varying (with respect to time) temperature, stress, and strain. Thus,
all of the macro-phenomenological variables can be measured and/or controlled;
a luxury not affordable with thermal fatigue cycling.

Thermal fatigue is viewed as a repetition of unbalanced processes i.e.,
the tensile and compressive halves of the cycle are dissimilar. These lead to
cyclic crack initiation and crack propagation llves that differ, usually on the
low side, from more balanced Isothermal fatigue cycling. It is thus not sur-
prising that poor prediction of thermal fatigue life often results when Iso-
thermal information is used as a predictive baseline.

In this paper, we wlll discuss the various mechanisms of thermal fatigue

and point out how these differ from isothermal fatigue mechanisms. Numerous

examples wlll be used to 111ustrate the unbalanced/balanced viewpoint that

distinguishes the difference between thermal fatigue and isothermal fatigue.
Unbalanced mechanisms (i.e., mechanisms that are different In the to- and-fro

portions of a stress-straln fatigue cycle) are manifested In cyclic stress-

strain response, cyclic crack initiation, cyclic crack propagation, and final
fracture. Each of these wlll be expanded upon In the main body of the text.

Suffice It to say herein, that thermal fatigue cycling Is the antithesis of

balanced cycling. In discussing unbalanced mechanisms, it is convenient to

distinguish between bulk behavior and localized surface or Interfaclal
behavior. These wlll be discussed separately.

A° CYCLIC IMBALANCES IN BULK BEHAVIOR

I. Cyclic Stress-Straln Response.
a. Temperature - Dependence of Strength and Mean Stress

Development

lhe stress-straln response of a solid Is generally regarded as a charac-

teristic of bulk properties. There are at least three distinct aspects of
stress-straln behavior that are important to our discussion of unbalanced

cyclic mechanisms. These are elastlc, plastic, and creep responses.

(I) E1astlc Even the elastlc stress straln response of sollds is a

function of temperature since the modulus of elasticlty Is invariably a

decreasing, and frequently nonl_near function of increasing temperature. Thus,
an elastic thermomechanlcal cycle exhibits a nonlinear response with the solid

being stiffer at the cold end of the temperature cycle and more compllant at

the high temperature end. This response is illustrated in figure l for an

In-phase thermomechan_cal cycle wherein the elastic stress-straln response
exhibits concave-downward (negative) curvature. The cycle shown Is completely

reversed in terms of strain (and hence balanced in only thls one respect), but

is not reversed (and hence unbalanced) wlth respect to the stress response. A

lower tensile than compressive stress Is evident which Is a direct result of
the difference In the values of the elastic modull at the extreme temperatures.

lhe degree of stress imbalance Is a direct function of the temperature range

and the overall temperature level.

(2) Plastic - If we now consider large enough, and rapidly applied, ther-
momechanlcal stralns to induce tlme-lndependent plasticity, we wlll encounter

additional nonlinearity and an unbalanced tensile versus compressive stress

response. Typically, yleld strength decreases wlth increasing temperature and

hence, the high temperature end of the 1MF cycle will have the lowest stress



response. There will also be a sllght shift in the mean elastic and plastic
strains, even though the total strain is completely reversed. These shifts,

however, are of little or no engineering significance and will be ignored

herein. The important imbalance is in the stress response and a mean stress
develops, as shown in figure 2.

(3) Creep - Thermomechanlcal cycling at low straining rates and at max-
imum temperatures in the creep regime results in a further unbalance in the

peak stress responses. Because creep further reduces strength (i.e., stress

response), the peak stress of the maximum temperature is lower in a low strain

rate thermomechanlcal test than in a rapid one. The peak stress response at

the lowest temperature of the cycle wlll be essentially independent of strain

rate. Hence, the highest temperature half of the thermomechanlcal cycle

becomes more and more unbalanced relative to the cooler half as the cycling
rate decreases, or as the maximum temperature of the cycle increases. A

typical mechanical stress-strain hysteresis loop is shown in figure 3 for

conditions involving significant tlme-dependent creep strains.

How to deal with the stress imbalances (i.e., mean stresses) noted above

will be discussed in the cyclic crack initiation and propagation sections that

follow. Note that the extent of the mean stress increased in going from the

elastic to the plastic, then on to the creep conditions in figures l to 3.
Despite the increase in the magnitude of the mean stress, there are reasons to

believe (that will be developed later in the paper) that the mean stress plays

no role in the expected lives of any of the three cycles depicted.

b. Ratchetting

Ratchet strains are unidirectional inelastic deformation that are incre-

mentally accumulated on each cycle of loading, and are frequently associated

with the thermal fatigue process. Thermal strain ratchettlng is a classical

nonlinear material response characteristic of thermally cycled structures. It

is another imbalance of thermal fatigue that results directly from the unsym-
metric hysteresis loop response of thermally cycled materials. Ratchet strains

may be composed of either tlme-lndependent plasticity or tlme-dependent creep.
Figure 4 illustrates thermal fatigue hysteresis loops with compressive creep

ratchetting. This is the general appearance of a hysteresis loop at the inner

wall of a thermally cycled tube (alternate hot and cold fluids carried by the
pressuriTed tube).

_. Multlaxlal Stress-Straln States.

Multlaxial fatigue concepts are extremely important since thermal fatigue

invariably involves some degree of biaxial loading. Multiaxlality is also

another source for imbalances in thermal fatigue loadlngs especially when both
thermal and mechanical loading are involved. As the free surface of a struc-

tural component is suddenly subjected to external heating, the surface mate-

rial wants to expand equally in all directions within the plane of the surface.

Depending upon the geometry of the component, an equlblaxial compressive com-

ponent of stress and strain will be superimposed with a unlaxlal compressive
component. The extremes are a flat plate heated near its center as shown in

figure 5(a) (producing an equlbiaxial stress-strain field) and a th%n edge of

a wedge also heated near its center, see figure 5(b), (producing an essential

uniax%al stress-straln state). Since numerous structural components subjected

to thermal fatigue loadlngs are also loaded mechanically, the opportunity



arises for nonproportlonal loadlngs, and hence high degrees of imbalance in the
mechanical stress-straln hysteresis loop. An example of the complex nature of

such loadlngs is given in figure 6 taken from reference 62. Nonproportlonal

loading in this case simply means that the state of stress and strain at any

point in the cycle is different from the other points, i.e., the hysteresis

loop is not balanced. The phasing between temperature and state of stress and
strain becomes an important factor in non-proportlonal loading associated with

thermal fatigue. Little is known experimentally, at the moment, about the
extent of these effects on cyclic stress-straln response and upon cyclic crack

initiation and propagation. Cyclic constitutive modeling efforts are being

devoted to isothermal, non-proportlonal loading (refs. 63 and 64), and

nonlsothermal, proportlonal loading (ref. 65 and 66).

d. Metallurglcal Instabilities

lhe mlcrostructural features of engineering alloys are complex, and are

frequently achieved through intentional thermal and mechanical processing
techniques to impart desired mechanical and physical characteristics. Poly-

crysta111ne grains sizes and orientation, work hardening, precipitates, etc.
are examples of dominant mlcrostructure features of importance in fatigue.

Even in isothermal fatigue, these features can change and the change is

reflected in cyclic flow resistance, i.e., change in the mechanlcal hysteresis

loop. The material becomes a constantly changing entity with ensuing dlffl-

cultles in interpreting fatigue resistance. The problem is compounded in

thermal fatigue loading, since the cycllc deformation and the cyclic tempera-
ture became an extension of the thermal and mechanlcal processing that had

gone on earller. While only certain a11oys wlll undergo large and unstable

(rapidly changing) property changes, all materials will experience a mlcro-

structure change in thermal fatigue that is different than would be expected
from isothermal experience. For a thermal fatigue cycle that varies between

low temperatures (no creep attainable) and a high enough temperature for creep,
thermal recovery (annealing), precipitation of second phase particles, etc. to

take place; a unique combination of deformation mechanisms will shift the

tensile and compressive response from what would be expected from isothermal

behavior alone. During the high temperature portion of the cycle, the material

wlll be deformed by plasticity and creep, but these deformations wlll be

applied to material Just having undergone a half cycle of cold working, lhe

small amount of cold working will make the material a little stronger in the

tensile half of the cycle than it would have been had only high temperature

deformation taken place instead. Thus the tensile flow stress response will be

a little greater than otherwise. Slmilarly when the cold working deformation

occurs in compression on the next half cycle, the material has Just been sub-

Jected to high temperature creep and plasticity, thus not imparting as much
cold work as would have occurred otherwise during a low temperature cycle.

Hence, the compressive stress response is not as great as it would have been

in an isothermal low temperature cycle. It is seen from the above simple

example that thermal cycllng can introduce additional degrees of imbalance to

the stress response than would be predicted based upon Isothermal consider-

atlons only. Additional thermal cycllng imbalances come into play when dealing

with fatigue crack initiation, as will be discussed later.

2. Cyclic Crack Initiation

Cyclic crack initiation concepts in fatigue have been used to advantage

in engineering design ever since the phenomenon of fatigue was first recognized
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over a century ago. Crack initiation ls considered to be a singular event.
Details of how the event evolves are considered to be irrelevant. A unified

precise definition of the event has evaded researchers over the years with the
result that a broad range of definitions have been used and conslderable con-
fusion has resulted. For example, In the past In the area of isothermal low-
cycle fatigue testing, failure into two pieces (or strong indications of
impending failure, such as load drop-off in strain controlled tests) of the
relatively small (1 cm) diameter specimens was usually considered as the Initi-
ation event. Wlth the advent of In sltu SEM equipment and surface replication
techniques, the crack initiation event can be pegged at a much smaller crack
size. The lower the cyclic lifetime of a given material, the smaller the frac-
tlon of total life consumed in generating a crack which is much smaller than
the specimen dimension. Stated alternately, cracks emerge sooner in low-cycle
fatigue than In high cycle fatigue. In the case of recent high temperature
low-cycle fatigue results reported by Moreno, et al. (ref. 67) for a cast
nickel-base superalloy, surface crack lengths of 0.030 in. "initiated" as early
as O.l to 0.6 of the total separation life for specimens with surface crack
lengths at separation of about 0.40 to 0.50 in.

A discussion of the definition of the cyclic crack initiation event is

pertinent to the problem of thermal fatigue because the stress-straln-

temperature fields In a structural component are decreasing functions of the

distance Into the surface of solid. Hence, the driving forces to propagate a

thermal fatigue crack are usually decreasing as the crack grows. Thus, details

leading up to the "initiation" event can become important, since they can

differ considerably between isothermal or thermomechanlcal loading and thermal

loading. For isothermal or thermomechanlcal testing of axial loaded specimens,

as the crack grows inward, It grows Into a more and more severe stress-straln

field (temperature would not be varying) as cross-sectlonal area Is reduced by
the presence of the crack. As a means of addressing this problem, researchers

such as Moreno, et al. (ref. 6?) are defining the initiation event to be at a

small enough crack dimension that differences between the crack driving forces
are minimized In Isothermal or thermomechanlcal fatigue and thermal fatigue.

However, If the initiation slze Is defined to be smaller than the crack dimen-

sions that can be handled accurately by existing cyclic crack growth (fracture

mechanics) concepts, then a dlfflcult-to-handle gap In llfe exists between the

well defined Inltlatlon and well defined propagation stages.

While the crack initiation event is clearly tied to the conditions at the

free surface of the specimen, considerable research (refs. 7, 68 and 69) has
been devoted In the area of isothermal low-cycle fatigue to correlation of the

initiation event wlth bulk material properties such as stiffness, strength, and

ductility. Because of the engineering success of these correlations, we will
treat the initiation event In connection wlth bulk material behavior.

The aforementloned unbalanced features of thermal fatigue can have signi-

ficant influence on the crack initiation event, regardless of Its lack of pre-
cise definition. These wlll be discussed briefly In the following section

after we first examine the effect of temperature level on criteria for fatigue
crack initiation.

a. lemperature-Dependent Fatigue Resistance

Just as monotonic tensile and creep properties depend upon temperature,
so does fatigue "strength" Here, the term strength refers to a parameter (or
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criterion) used to correlate fatigue llfe. Common parameters are stress range
(or elastic strain range = stress range/elastlc modulus), inelastic strain

range, total strain range, hysteresis energy, products of stress and strains

parameters, and products of these parameters with time factors such a fre-

quency, strain rate, etc. The temperature variation of fatigue resistance is

of extraordinary importance to thermal and thermomechanical fatigue since a

spectrum of exposure temperatures are involved in each loading cycle. How to

analytically deal wlth variable fatigue resistance as a cycle Is traversed is

one of the critical keys to being able to predict thermal fatigue life from
isothermal information.

I. Stress (Elastic Strain) - Figure 7 depicts how the fatigue

strength of an alloy varies wlth test temperature. With but few exceptions,

stress range versus cyclic llfe curves decrease as a material weakens under
higher and higher temperatures. Normalizing the stress range with respect to

the modulus of elasticity (which also decreases with temperature) to obtain

elastic strain range frequently results in fatigue curves that are relatively

insensitive to temperature at levels below the creep and oxidation regimes.

ASME Code Case N-4V-22 takes advantage of this observation for the austenltlc

stainless steel, AISI lype 316.(ref. 19). This is shown in figure 8 at life

levels in the range of lO4 to lO6 cycles to failure (the elastic regime)

for temperatures between 38 and 483 °C. At temperatures within the creep

range, the stress range (or elastic strain range versus life) curve drops with

increasing temperature.

II. Inelastic Strain - In the low-cycle fatigue region,

inelastic strain range is commonly used as the llfe correlating variable. It
is not as easy to generalize the temperature variation of inelastic strain

range fatigue resistance. However, predictive correlations have been estab-

lished over the years [7,68,69] which indicate that the tensile ductility and

inelastic strain range resistance are coupled. That is, if ductility changes

with temperature in a certain pattern, the inelastic strain range fatigue

resistance wlll follow the same pattern. The correlations hold only up to a

certain temperature region, beyond which different correlations come into play.

At temperatures in the creep range, the Stralnrange Partitioning life relations
can be estimated using tensile and creep rupture ductilities (ref. 6g).

Since thermal fatigue is encountered primarily as a low-cycle fatigue

problem, it is necessary to consider the temperature variations in low-cycle

fatigue resistance, and hence inelastic strain range resistance.

ill. Total Strain - As d_scussed above, both the elastic and

inelastic strain range fatigue curves vary with temperature; consequently the

sum of the two, the total strain range, also varies with temperatures, but in

a more complex manner than do the individual components. Interestingly, the

only way that the total strain range fatigue resistance can be temperature

independent is for both components to be temperature independent as well. The

most common behavior Is for the total strain range versus llfe curve to be a

decreasing function of temperature, as was shown in figure 8.

iv. Damage Parameters - Numerous fatigue parameters have been pro-

posed over the years (refs. 70 to 72) that are made up of products of the

individual variables; stress range, strain range, peak tensile stress, time,

frequency, ratio of tensile going and compressive going times and frequencies,

etc. One such parameter is that proposed by Ostergren (ref. ?l). It takes
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the form of the product of the peak tensile stress and the inelastic strain

range. This product is proportional to the tensile hysteresis energy. Certain

materials and conditions may require the additional multiplication of a fre-

quency term that may be either the total cycle frequency or a combination of

tensile going and compressive going frequencies. Only a few data sets have

been analyzed using this parameter and it is difficult to generalize as to the

extent of its variation with respect to temperature level. Variations most

assuredly would take place over the temperature range of most thermal fatigue

cycles, and hence procedures would have to be developed to deal with the
variation.

v. Stralnrange Partitioning - The Stralnrange Partitioning method

(ref. lO) for treating high temperature creep fatigue cycling utilizes

inelastic strain range versus llfe input data. Rather than working with the

total inelastic strain range alone, the method relies on partitioning the

inelastic strain range into recognizably different forms of inelastic strains,

i.e., tlme-independent plasticity and tlme-dependent creep. Either can occur

in either tension or compression, and hence four extreme cases of inelastic

strain range can be envisioned: tensile and compressive plasticity (PP),

tensile and compressive creep (CC), tensile creep and compressive plasticity

(CP), and tensile plasticity and compressive creep (PC). In general, it is

expected that the low-cycle fatigue llfe relations based upon each of the four
cycle types will be temperature dependent. Note that the cycles involving

creep, CC, CP, and PC are not defined, nor is there a need to define them, for

temperatures below the creep range. For some engineering alloys, it has been

found (ref. 73) that the four llfe relations are insensitive to temperature

over the range of engineering interest. While the llfe relations may not vary

with temperature, the degree of partitioning of creep and plasticity will be a

distinctive function of temperature, as well as a function of the time within

a cycle. Prospects of having temperature insensitive 11fe relations should

simplify the analysis and llfe prediction of a thermal fatigue cycle. Even if

the isothermal llfe relations were temperature independent, other factors of a

thermal cycle, not captured in isothermal testing, may come into play and

alter the predicted thermal fatigue 11fe.

b. Mean Stress Effect on Life

In an earlier section it was shown that significantly large mean stresses
can develop under thermal cycling. Their effect on cyclic crack initiation
will now be discussed.

I. Elastic Cycling - Concerns for mean stress effects on llfe origi-

nated in the high cycle fatigue llfe regime wherein inelastic deformation was

negligibly small. Numerous mean stress theories emerged (ref. 62) as different

mean stress effects were documented for a variety of materials and testing

techniques. The formation of Morrow (ref. 74) is selected as being representa
tlve of the trends found for elastic mean stress effects.

oa = (of' Om) (Nf) b (1)

where Oa, af', and am are the stress amplitude, a material constant

relating to the fatigue strength level, and the mean stress, respectively; Nf
is the number of cycles to crack initiation, and b is another material constant

indicative of the slope of the basic fatigue curve in a log-log plot, i.e.,

Basquln's exponent. The equation reflects the observation that for a given
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stress amplitude (or range), a tensile (positive) mean stress reduces Nf and
a compressive mean stress increases Nf. As derived in reference 75, Morrow's
equation can be recast in the following form,

(Nfm) b = (Nfo) b - Vo (2)

where Nfm and Nfo are the crack initiation lives respectively for a cycle
wlth and without a mean stress, and Vo is the ratio of the mean stress to
the alternating stress. The question arises as to whether the recast Morrow
formulation is directly applicable to the thermal cycle of figure I. The fol-

lowing rationale Is developed to support the argument that the Morrow formula-

tion must be modified and be expressed in terms of mean elastic strain, rather

than mean stress, to become applicable for elastic thermal fatigue cycles.
Circumstances can been envisioned (i.e., cycles involving inelastic strain),

however, wherein further modification will be required. For now, we shall

examine the simpler elastic case.

Consider the situation of a material whose elastic strain range versus

crack initiation llfe curve Is independent of temperature over the range from

Il to T2, as discussed In an earlier section. For thls case, completely

reversed stress (or strain) cycles at T1 and T2 would appear as In figure g
for case A and B, respectively. Both cycles have exactly the same strain

range, and because the modulus of elasticity, E, Is lower at the higher temper-

ature, the stress range Is lower. A llfe of Nf = lO5 cycles to crack initi-

ation Is assumed arbitrarily. Note that the ratio, V, of the mean to the

amplitude Is zero in both cases for both stress and strain.

Now consider thermomechanlcal strain cycling between Tl and T2. We

can simplify the cycle for ease of discussion by transforming it Into a

blthermal cycle In which the temperature is changed during each half cycle at

the origin (zero stress and strain) before straining is resumed. In other

words, the tensile deformation Is imposed and removed at Tl or T2 and the

compressive deformation Is imposed and removed at T2 or Tl, respectively.
lhe resultant cycles are shown In Cases A/B and B/A for In-phase and out-of-

phase cycles, respectively. Since the strain ranges are the same as had been

imposed in cases A and B, it Is obvious that an algebraic compressive mean

stress develops in A/B while a tensile mean stress is present In B/A. Does

the compressive mean stress of A/B prolong the llfe or the tensile mean stress

of B/A reduce the llfe relative to Nf = I057 It Is highly unlikely that the
lives in either case would differ from I05, since nothing mechanical is being

done to the material that Is any different than done In portions of cases A

and B. We are taking opposite halfs of two balanced cycles, each have the same

initiation llfe of lO5 cycles, and putting them together into a single cycle.

lhe only reason that an algebraic mean stress developed Is because the mate-

rial wanted it that way as its elastic modulus changed with temperature. By

considering elastic strains rather than stress In this situation, we reallze
that the mean elastic strain term Is zero, and hence the V ratio for the

elastic strain is zero. lhls would correspond well wlth the 1oglc that tells

us that the cyclic llfe would not be altered. Thus, for elastic thermal cycl-

Ing It appears reasonable to interpret the Morrow mean stress equation in
terms of mean elastic strains.
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In general,

Eel)max + Cel)minV =
Eel Eel)max - Eel)min

(3)

and since, eel = a/E,

V = °max/El + °min/E2

Eel Omax/E 1 - Omin/E 2

(4)

or

V
Eel

1 + R (EIIE2)

1 - R (EIIE2)

(5)

where, R = /a
amln max

For thls general case, El corresponds to the modulus at the maximum stress

and E2 to the minimum stress. Equation (5) degenerates properly for an

isothermal cycle wherein El = E2 and hence V = V . Thus for
('el a '

isothermal fatigue, there need be no distinction between V ratios for
elastic strain and stress.

II. Inelastlc Cycling (plasticity and/or creep) When Inelastlc

strains are present in a thermal cycle, mean stresses may also be encountered,

as illustrated in figures 2 and 3. Following the example of figure 9, we can

consider two stress-straln hysteresis loops shown in figure TO with equal

strain ranges at temperatures Tl and T2 (Tl > 12). It is assumed that the

strain rate is high enough so that only time-lndependent plasticity occurs at

the high temperature, TI. It can be reasoned that some material must surely

exist (for example, the AISI Type 316SS of ref. 73) for which the cyclic crack
initiation lives would be the same for these two conditions. Imposing the

condition of equal llves is needed to make the reasoning process tractable.

laklng the tensile half of high temperature CASE C, and combining it with the

compressive half of low temperature CASE D yields the In-phase blthermal cycle,
CASE C/D wlth a compressive mean stress. Similarly, CASE D/C exhibits a ten-

sile mean stress nominally equal in magnitude to the compressive mean stress

of CASE C/D. Again, the question arises as to whether the algebraic mean

stresses impart a beneflcial, detrimental, or negligible influence on the crack

initiation llves for the combined bithermal cycles. Continuing with the same

logic used in conjunction with figure g, it is argued that the lives for CASES

C/D and D/C should be the same and equal to CASE C or D. If indeed the mean
stress, or mean elastic strain, Is deduced to impart no effect on crack initia-

tion llfe, then It would be highly desirable to modify equation (5) to account

for this behavior. To do so, let's reexamine the development of equation (5).

If one were to consider the peak tensile and compressive stresses in
figure g to be at the point of impending yield, those stresses could then be

considered as the respective "yleld" or flow strengths at the two temperatures,
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T1 and T2. Thus, If instead of examining the mean elastic strains per se,
one were to multlply the ratio of the observed minimum to maximum stresses by
the absolute value of the inverse ratio of the respective flow stresses, one
would have an effective ratio of -1. This ratio produces an effective V
ratio of zero, and implication that there should be no effect on crack Initia-
tion life In thls case. The general expression for the effective V ratio
for use with Morrow's modified mean stress-life relation, equation (2), is as
follows,

1 ÷R/R
Veffectlv e -- _ y (6)

1 -R/Ry

where,

Rv : the absolute value of the compressive flow strength/tensile flow
strength at their respective temperatures and strain rates.

Hence, If the peak tensile and compressive stresses in a thermal cycle are
equal to respective isothermal flow strengths at the two extreme temperatures,

then the value of Ra/ Ry = -1, and Veffectiv e = O; as desired. Note that
the flow strengths of interest In equation (6) are the flow strengths measured
at the same strain rates and at the same Inelastic strains as are encountered
In the thermal cycle.

We now have a more general expression for the effective mean stress to
amplitude ratio for use wlth all forms of fatigue cycling, whether It be
Isothermal, thermomechanlcal, elastic or inelastic.

Another approach to the mean stress-strain problem was suggested by
Halford and Nachtlgall (ref. 75) when dealing wlth the influence of creep and
plasticity on the development of mean stresses In isothermal creep-fatigue
cycles. They argued that mean stress (or mean elastic strains) effects on
low-cycle fatigue life would be absent If the inelastic strains within a cycle
were above a certain level. A level of ten percent of the value of the elastlc
strain range was suggested, based upon existing mean stress relaxation results,
as a transition strain range. Above this level, the mean stress (elastic
strain) effects would diminish to zero, while below, they would begin to exert
their full influence. An arbitrarily selected transition region was proposed
such that,

Veffecttv e = V_ exp[-70(ACin/ACel)] 2 (7)

lo-date, there Is no direct experimental verification of the above pro-

posals for dealing with mean stress effects on thermal fatigue lives. A

partlal explanation for this is that it Is experimentally difficult to isolate
mean stress effects from other unbalanced thermal effects that are invariably

present.

c. Ratchettlng (exhaustion of ductility)

An earlier section introduced the phenomenon of thermal ratchettlng as

one of the numerous imbalances in the thermal fatigue problem. Its influence

on thermal fatigue crack initiation llfe has not been studied extensively.
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lhe simplest approach has been to adopt the classical linear exhaustion

of ductility concept and recognlze that the ductlllty being exhausted may be

either tlme-dependent creep or tlme-lndependent plasticity, or combinations of
the two. Manson (ref. 76), In 1960, prepared an excellent discourse on how to

deal with thermal ratchettlng problems. Authoritative experimental studies

designed to Isolate the effects on llfe of thls highly unbalanced aspect of

thermal cycling are nonexistent. Isothermal ratchettlng experiments may be

helpful, but they can not capture the full influence of thermal ratchettlng on

thermal fatigue crack initiation llfe. In thermal fatigue, the ratchettlng
could be by creep mechanisms activated on material that Is exposed every other

half cycle to low temperature plastic deformation damage. The resultant com-

bined deformation mechanisms could differ considerably from isothermal mecha-
nlsms of ratchettlng damage. This appears to be a fruitful area for future
fatigue research.

d. Multlaxial Factors

As noted earlier, the combination of biaxlal stress-strain fields and

thermomechanlcal fatigue is a common occurrence in components subjected to

hlgh-temperature service (ref. 62). Yet, well-controlled, thermomechanical,

blaxlal low-cycle fatigue tests results are nonexistent for non-proportlonal

loading. Exciting research possibilities exist based upon some of the few

isothermal, high- and low-temperature results reported by various investigators

(rfs. 77 to 80). For example, fatigue cracks may be initiated and grow via a

shear mode at low temperatures, but shift to a maximum principal stress cri-
terla at high temperatures (ref. 78). Opportunities exist in this field for

researchers equipped with the proper equipment to run these complex controlled
experiments.

e. Metallurgical Instabilities and Mechanisms

It is well known that stress and strain together wlth exposure to environ-
ment such as high temperature and reactive gases can produce unusual metallur-

gical instabilities. Strain aging is one such phenomenon. Some materials,
subjected both to strain and high temperature, develop precipitates that alter

the deformation and strength characteristics of the material. Examples of how
metallurgical instabilities and other microstructural mechanisms can affect

thermal-fatlgue are presented in the following paragraphs.

While investigating isothermal creep-fatigue interactions in the wrought
cobalt-base supperalloy L-605, at 1400 °F, Manson, et al. (ref. 9) observed a

strong strain-aglng effect. Rather than exhibiting conventional creep induced

weakening as the cyclic strain rate was lowered, an opposite behavior was mani-

fested. Reducing the strain rate allowed greater time at temperature for a

solid state metallurgical reaction to occur. Carbon, initially in solution

with the matrix, precipitated forming an M23C 6 type carbide. The preclpit-

ation would not have occurred had it not been for the nucleation sites provided
by dislocations that were created by the cyclically imposed inelastic strains.

As the carbides increased in number and size while cycling progressed, the

cyclic stress-strain response of the alloy changed dramatically. The alloy was

thus changing its cyclic flow resistance, and its resistance to fatigue fail-
ure. The amount of change depended upon several factors the amount of

deformation imposed, the duration of exposure, and the temperature. Hence, the

fatigue resistance became dependent upon the imposed cyclic history. The

implication to thermal damage analysis is that the fatigue life at a prescribed
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load (strain) level is no longer a unique quantity dictated by the magnitude
of the loading. Instead, details of prior loadlngs can alter the fatigue llfe
relation. For example, consider two high temperature levels for fatigue Ioad-
Ings. Oneis at low temperature giving rise to prolific dislocation genera-
tion, but no thermal activation or carbide precipitation, and producing a llfe,
Nl. The other is at a high temperature where dislocations and precipitation
nuclei are formed. As the material is cycled between these temperatures, the
high temperature strain age hardening effect is now felt at the low tempera-
ture. The ensuing alternate mixture of deformation mechanismswill set up a
different crack initiation condition than existed for the two separate
isothermal conditions. It is reasonable to assumethat the thermal fatigue
llfe would be different from either isothermal llfe.

Another example of loading history effect on altering fatigue resistance

at high temperatures is one encountered by Leverant, et al. (ref. 81) while

studying the effects of surface protection coatings on thermomechanlcal fatigue

behavior. TMF cycling can introduce mechanisms of damage not encountered

during isothermal fatigue. A case In point is found in the results of TMF

experiments conducted in support of the development of surface protection coat-

ings. While at high temperatures, coatings provided the required oxidation

protection and are fatigue resistant because they are also quite ductile.
However, depending upon composition, they may be exceptionally brittle at low

temperatures. If thermal cycling is imposed such that the coating is subjected
to tensile strains at low temperatures, a brittle coating readily cracks.

This, in turn, causes the substrate alloy to crack prematurely, and thus com-

promises its cyclic durability compared to isothermal high temperature fatigue.

Isothermal testing at high temperatures would not uncover this failure mech-
anlsm. Furthermore, if the temperature-straln phasing in the TMF cycle is

altered, the low temperature could be applied while the coating stresses and
strains are compressive. Under these conditions, the low temperature brittle-

hess of the coating is not as influential in governing the crack initiation,

and the cyclic llfe Is greater. An example of this behavior is shown in

figure II for a CoCrAIY (13Al) coated, cast superalloy (ref. ll). The reverse

trend of having the out-of-phase more damaging than In-phase for coated mate-

rial compared to bare is a direct result of different cracking mechanisms. As

is evident from these contrasting conditions, the mechanisms of cracking and

the crack initiation llfe will be dependent upon details of the material, of

the TMF cycle phasing, the overall temperature level, and upon the magnitude

of the thermal variation, AT.

The phasing of temperature and strain cycling during thermal fatigue can

produce unusual combinations of mlcrostructural mechanisms. In a recent study
of thermomechanlcal fatigue behavior of the nlckel-base superalloy, MAR M-200,

Bill, et al. (ref. 82) observed significant differences in thermal fatigue

resistance depending upon whether In-phase or out-of-phase cycling was imposed.

See figure 12. During In-phase cycling, the peak tensile stresses and strains
occur at the same time as the peak temperature. Early appearing cracks fill

with oxide while being held open by the tensile stress. This situation is not

experienced in the out-of-phase cycling for which compressive stresses close

any cracks at the high temperature, greatly retarding oxidation within the

cracks. Out-of-phase cycling was found to be considerably less damaging than

In-phase. Furthermore, the two phaslngs result in different modes of internal

cracking at the ubiquitous carbides. In-phase cycling produced carblde-matrlx
Interfaclal cracking, while out-of-phase cycling caused the carbides themselves

to fracture. More thorough interpretation and comparison of the deformation
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and cracking mechanisms are contained In reference 82. It Is significant to
note that both in-phase and out-of-phase cycling produced lives considerably
less than Isothermal cycllng at the peak temperature.

3. Cyclic Crack Propagation

The total fatigue llfe can be divided into two stages; crack initiation

and propagation. As discussed in Subsection 2 above, the initiation stage can

be considered an event that may contain a sizeable portion of mlcrocrack growth

and even some macrocrack propagation. For present purposes, the propagation

stage will be taken as that portion of the fatigue llfe that can be accurately

and conveniently described by fracture mechanics principals. That is, the

crack is of sufficient size that it can be detected, measured, and described

reliably; and it develops a crack tip stress-straln fleld that can be described

by stress intensity equations of fracture mechanics.

A dichotomy exists, however, when trying to predict TMF lives using frac-
ture mechanics concepts. The first point to recognize is that TMF Is almost

invariably associated with low-cycle fatigue, which in turn is most frequently

associated with large scale plastic straining. The second point, which tends

to be at odds with the first, is that fracture mechanics is not, as yet, at a

level of engineering development to deal slmply and routinely with large scale
plastic deformation. Fracture mechanics is even less capable of routinely

handling cyclic inelastic deformation, and even less capable stlll for treating

variable temperature coupled with cyclic inelastic straining. Never-the-less,

linear elastic fracture mechanics has been applied to cyclic crack propagation

in the large strain regime, and with engineering acceptable results (ref. 83

to 86). In addition, there is considerable activity to develop non-llnear

fracture mechanics for appllcatlon to both isothermal and thermomechanlcal

hlgh-temperature, low-cycle, creep-fatlgue cracking problems (ref. 87 to go).
Whether descriptive mathematical models are available or not, the propagation

stage of fatigue is an important portion of the thermal fatigue llfe of many

engineering components. Design philosophy in recent years Is tending toward

greater emphasis on predicting fatigue llfe on the basis of the crack propaga-

tion portion. Any extra llfe due to an initiation stage is simply an addi-
tional benefit that may be present, but is not relied upon to achieve the

desired design llfe. This is not appreciably different from the crack initia-

tion design philosophy in that any extra llfe due to a macro-propagatlon stage

is an additional llfe benefit that is not counted upon to achieve the crack

initiation llfe design goal.

In applying crack propagation concepts to the llfe prediction of TMF

cycling, similar imbalances as encountered in isothermal fatigue are found to

be present. For thermal strain driven problems, mean stresses and loads will

develop, there will be imbalances in the deformation mechanisms at the temper-

ature extremes of the cycle, crack closure will occur at a dlfferent point

within the cycle than it would have in isothermal loading, thermal ratchettlng

occurs, etc. To complicate matters, isothermal crack propagation resistance

can become a sensitive function of temperature if based on stress intensity

parameters, such as Kma x and AK. Examples of results from the literature

are presented in a following section.
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a. Temperature Dependent Propagation Rates

Some of the earliest crack propagation experiments conducted under we11-

controlled thermomechanlcal conditions were those reported by Rau, Gemma, and

Leverant (ref. 83) of Pratt and Whitney Aircraft In Ig?3 for three cast super-

alloys used In gas turbine vanes and blades. Isothermal crack propagation

results for the alloy BlgO0 • Hf (PWA 1455) were also obtained and showed an

order of magnitude Increase In cyclic crack propagation rate In going from a

test temperature of 427 to g83 °C. Factoring the temperature dependence of

the isothermal growth rates Into a rational prediction of TMF growth rates has

as yet to be accompllshed. Their out-of-phase TMF crack growth rates are

greater than the highest Isothermal rates, although the TMF cycling was over a

s11ghtly different range of temperature (316 to 927 °C) making a direct com-
parison difficult. Nevertheless, It appears that TMF cycling introduces llfe

reducing factors above and beyond those found In isothermal cycling. An

interesting aspect of their results is that the highest isothermal grow rates

were at the highest temperature, yet in the out-of-phase TMF cycling, the
tensile stresses and strains are applied not at the highest temperature where

rates are high, but rather at the lowest temperature where the isothermal

growth rates are an order of magnitude or more lower. Apparently, the alter-

nate exposure to high temperature deformation and oxidation at the crack tlp

can slgnlflcantly reduce subsequent crack resistance at lower temperatures.

b. Unbalanced Aspects

The TMF crack growth results (ref. 83) for the PWA 45 coated cobalt-base
alloy, MAR-M-509 (PWA647), showed a significant dependence upon the phasing.

Out-of-phase TMF crack growth rates were greater by about an order-of-magnltude

than In-phase rates. The authors explained this behavior on the basis that,

a) the hlgh temperature during crack closure In compression produced more

inelastic deformation at the crack tlp, thus producing more damage, and b) the

crack tlp was sharpened more by the high temperature deformation than it would

have been at a lower temperature. Both features of thls explanation are of an

unbalanced nature compared to isothermal crack growth behavior. Phasing of the

loading and the temperature can produce a significant affect on the degree of

load (crack tip) imbalance In the mechanlsms of inelastic deformation, the

amount of deformation, the local stresses, the amount of time and position

within a cycle of when a crack Is open or closed, the extent of oxidation of

the crack faces and crack tlp, and the local ratchettlng.

1MF Ratchettlng results were also reported by Rau, et al. (ref. 83) for
the cobalt-base alloy MAR-M-509 (PWA 647). Even though the overall specimen

ratchet straln/cycle was very small (one series of tests involved a 0.000035

creep ratchet strain/cycle), the crack propagation rates increased by as much

as an order of magnitude. Such large increases were observed despite the fact

that the primary crack was shielded by the numerous parallel secondary cracks

at the specimen surface. Multiple cracking sites are frequently observed in

TMF, and their presence obviously increases the complexity of life analysis by

means of fracture mechanics principles. Additional TMF ratchettlng results
have been reported by Gemma, Ashland, and Mascs% (ref. 91) In 1981.

Very recent TMF crack growth results presented by Marchand and Pelloux

(ref. 86) for Inconel X-750 indicate that the effect of phasing of load and

temperature on grow rates can be rationalized by the introduction of an effec-

tive closure stress. Growth rates exceeding an order-of-magnltude difference
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due to phasing and mean loading conditions were collapsed Into a single band
of behavior with a band width of two on growth rates.

Okayakl and Kolzuml (ref. 92) have successfully applled the cyclic
J-Integral concept to their TMF crack propagation results on three hlgh tem-
perature steels, 12Cr-Mo-V-W, cast Cr-Mo steel, and 304 stainless. Only sllght
differences In growth rates between In-phase and out-of-phase experiments
remained when the results were correlated with the cyclic range of the
J-Integral. Vast amounts of research that are beyond the scope of thls chapter
have been devoted to the modeltng of Isothermal fracture mechanics for mean
loadlng effects, crack closure, etc. The intent of this section Is simply to
point out the added Imbalances that can be present during thermal or thermo-
mechanical fatigue crack propagation that are not present during isothermal
cycling.

B. LOCALIZED BEHAVIOR

The actual mechanistic processes of fatigue crack nucleation and growth

are highly locallzed ones that commence with the very first cycle of fatigue.
Cyclic crystallographic s11p begins to occur within localized bands In favor-

ably oriented grains. The local deformation and cracking mechanisms, together
with 1ocallzatlon of applied stress and strain at discontinuities, combine to

enhance the heterogeneous nature of the problem. Once a crack forms and begins
to be the driver (along with the applied loading) of the stress-straln field

around the crack, the high stresses and strains become localized In the Imme-

dlate vicinity of the crack tlp. In vlew of the localized aspects of fatigue,

It is at first surprising that bulk material properties have been successfully

correlated with fatigue resistance. On closer examination, however, It must
be realized that the total fatigue llfe Is the integrated effect of a multitude

of local events. The integration masks the individuality of each event.

Localization wlth respect to thermal and thermomechanlcal fatigue can be
described best in terms of the major contributors: environmental influences

and Inhomogenelty of material constituents. These may impact at either

external or internal surfaces or interfaces. Environmental impact Is felt at

externally exposed surfaces such as, (I) the virgin surface of the material,

(2) newly exposed crack faces, and (3) the crack tip. Material inhomogenelty
produces localization at internal interfaces.

I. Environmental Effects

lhe most common form of environmental degradation in high temperature

fatigue is surface oxidation in which metallic elements from the surface layer
combine with atmospheric oxygen to form metal oxides. Under static isothermal

conditions, the oxide thickness grows In tlme at an exponent%ally decaying

rate. The oxides are less dense than the substrate material, and expand as

they form. Crack wedging due to the crack filling wlth oxide and expanding
the crack open Is an aspect of crack growth that hastens fatigue failure at

high temperatures. In the case of thermal cycling, the presence of oxides

(which form in the crack at hlgh temperatures) in the lower temperature portion

of a TMF cycle alter the crack growth behavior compared to lower temperature
isothermal cycling wherein no oxides are present. Oxidation of crack faces

likely contributes to differences between in- and out-of-phase TMF crack pro-

pagation rates. For In-phase experiments, the crack is held open while at the

peak temperatures, and greater oxidation can take place; while for out-of-phase
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cycling, the crack Is held tightly closed during the period when oxidation
could occur. Hence, thicker oxide layers form on the crack faces In the
in-phase compared to the out-of-phase tests. The thicker oxides enhance the
wedging action as the crack Is loaded into compression. Enhanced cyclic crack
growth rates wlll result from this unbalanced mechanism when it ls the dominant
mechanism. Other mechanisms, however, have an opportunity to become overriding
In an in-phase TMF cycle. These include, but are not restricted to, (1) blunt-
tng of the crack tip due to localized high-temperature tensile creep, and (2)
reduced elastic strain energy at the crack tip to drive the crack. If the
cracks are progressing slowly, the oxidation process could also be depleting
desirable strengthening elements from the alloy Just In front of the crack,
thus promoting faster crack growth. This would continue until a dynamic
equilibrium was reached between rate of oxidation and rate of crack extension.
Basic research along these lines has been reported by Llu [93] for isothermal
crack growth conditions.

2. Inhomogeneous Constituents of Material

a. Surface Oxides and Coatings

The environment can also significantly influence crack initiation lives

by the growth of surface oxides. These tend to grow fastest at intersections

of grain boundaries wlth the free surface. The chemical potential Is substan-
tially greater at such discontinuities In the crystalline structure. As oxlda-

tlon takes place, the grain boundaries are attacked, regions on either side of

the boundary are depleted of stregthenlng elements, and the oxides wedge the

boundaries open. When this action is combined with imposed mechanical deforma-

tion and a temperature variation, the oxidized boundaries are even more prone

to cracking. Another factor also comes into play. The thermal expansion coef-
ficients of the oxides and the matrix alloy are unequal. Thus additional

cyclic strains are induced In both the oxides and the matrix. Since the oxides
have less ductility, are thinner, and can support less load, they tend to crack

first. Once cracked, the oxides channel the cracking, constraining it to con-

tinue on into the matrix. Thus again hastening the initiation and crack growth

processes. The imbalances of a TMF cycle ald In the extent to which the oxides

aggravate the crack initiation and propagation problem. An example is discus-
sed in an earlier section in connection wlth an intentionally applied brittle

ceramic protective surface coating. Out-of-phase TMF cycling can result In

drastically reduced crack initiation lives. The problems associated wlth pro-
tective surface coatings are similar to those for naturally formed surface

oxides layers.

Naturally forming oxides are usually not as adherent as the specially

designed surface coatings. It is therefore not unusual in thermal cycling
environments to have natural oxides spall from the substrate, thus exposing
nacent surfaces that can then relnltlate the high oxidations rates of virgin

material. The net result of repeating the processes of oxidation followed by

spallatlon is to significantly increase the oxidation recession rate and the

overall weight loss of the material. While engineered surface protection coat-

ings are more tenacious than surface oxides, spallatlon Is possible. In fact,

the major failure mechanism for thick thermal barrier coatings (TBC) has been

found to be one of buckling in compression and separating from the substrate

as the coating bows out and away from the surface. These fascinating results
have been reported and analyzed in detail by Miller, et al. (refs. 94 and 95).
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Strangman and co-workers (refs. 81, 96 and 97) have developed a thorough
mechanics analysis of equilibrium and compatibility of surface protection

coatings and substrates for thermal fatigue conditions. Working prlnclpally

with the coefficients of thermal expansion, elastic modull and yield strains

of the coating and substrate, variously phased thermomechanlcal cycles have

been examined. Figure 13 Illustrates the resultant strain temperature

phaslngs that develop in the coatings and substrate as various types of TMF

cycles are applied, lhe influence of the differential between coefficients of

thermal expansion is clear from the figure, lhelr results emphasize the bene-

fit of research to develop coatings with compatible mechanical and physlcal

properties in addition to having desirable chemlcaI/metallurglcal properties
needed for oxidation protection.

b. Internal Particles, Fiberous Elements, and Interfaces

Just as the interface between coatings or oxides and a physically dis-

similar substrate created a need for extra consideration under thermal cycling

conditions, so do any of the other forms of mechanical and physical Inhomoge-

netles in engineering materials. Metallic materials designed for high tempera-
ture service (and hence, thermal fatigue) invariably are complex in their

mlcrostructural features. The y', second-phase particles in cast nlckel-base

superalloys, the oxide particles in ODS (oxide dispersion strengthened) alloys,

the carbides in precipitation hardened steels, and even the high strength, high

stiffness fibers imbedded in ductile metals of metal matrix composites all
contribute to additional differential thermal expansion strains during thermal

cycling. Obviously, the signs of the strains depend upon the relative valus of

coefficient of thermal expansion, and upon whether heating or cooling is taking
place. As with coatings and oxide layers that are typically more brittle at

low temperatures, tensile strains imposed on the Inhomogeneltles while in a

brittle temperature regime can cause premature crack initiation that can
propagate into the matrix, if the interface is coherent. If there is no bond

between the Inhomogenelty and the matrix, the fracturing of the brittle element
will not be as disastrous to the matrix, lhe interfaces mentioned above

further contribute to the localization of the fatigue deformation and cracking
processes. Because the properties of the materials on either side of the

interface can change with temperature, the introduction of thermal or thermo-

mechanical fatigue can result in an even greater degree of imbalance of the
fatigue mechanisms than present in homogeneous materials.

Among the engineered materials that are mot susceptible to these addl-
tlonal internal thermal strains are the metal matrix composites. Several modes

of premature damage are possible because of the significantly large dlfferen-

tlal between the coefficients of thermal expansion of the matrix and the

strong-stlff fibers [98]. The matrix may undergo large internal inelastic

deformations, potentially leading to internal crack initiation. Fiber/Matrlx

debondlng is also common, and gross macroscopic ratchettlng deformation of the

composite has been reported. To understand what is happening during thermal
cycling of composites requires the use of sophisticated three-dlmenslonal

elasto-plastlc-creep analyses. Such analyses are beyond the scope of this
chapter.
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THERMALFAI[GUERESISTANCE

The thermal fatigue resistance of materials has been measuredby numerous
laboratory test techniques. Eachutilizes an external heating and cooling
source that can rapidly heat and cool localized areas of samples. Typically,
the sample sports a sharp edge that is designed to be the initiation site for
cracks. Just as is the case for thermal fatigue loadlngs of componentsin
service, the specimen edge heats and cools more rapidly than the bulk, thus
inducing thermal stress and mechanical strain gradients. The principal test
methods and equipment used over the past few decades are surveyed in the
following section.

A. TEST MEIHODS AND EQUIPMENT

The various thermal fatigue test methods utilize five basic means for

transferring heat to and from the specimen. These can be categorized as

follows: (1) hot gas flow, (2) fluldlzed bed, (3) radiation, (4) resistance

heating, and (5) radio frequency induction. A summary of the various high tem-

perature fatigue testing techniques was prepared by Hlrschberg (ref. 99) in
1982.

Alternate impingement of hot combustion gases from a high velocity nozzle
and cold compressed air is probably the first and most common form of thermal

fatigue testing. Automated equipment was designed and built by the Allison

Division of General Motors in the early 1950s (ref. TO0) to test such alloys

as A-286, Dlscalloy 24, and L-605. All of the aeropropulslon engine manufac-

turers, and related industries, have used this technique extensively over the
intervening years. It is still in common usage.

In the late Ig5Os, Glenny (ref. 23), of the National Gas Turbine

Establishment in the U.K., developed a new technique wherein small tapered

disk specimens were alternately immersed in hot and cold fluldlzed beds. The

"fluid" was silica particles levitated by large volumes of Iow-veloclty air.

The beds were heated by resistance windings around the circumference. As the

particles came in contact with the specimen, heat was conducted at a rather
rapid rate. In fact, quite high heat transfer coefficients could be obtained

by the technique. It has been used extensively by other researchers such as

Mowbray and Woodford (ref. lOT), and Bizon and Spera (ref. I02) in an attempt

to identify alloys with the greatest thermal fatigue resistance. Both Mowbray

and Woodford (ref. lOT) and Bizon, et aT. (ref. I03) have performed extensive

thermal and structural analyses of fluldlzed bed test specimens to better

understand the stress-straln-temperature-tlme response of the material at the
crack initiation location.

The third major technique for imparting rapid heating to a surface is via

radiation from high intensity quartz lamps (and cooling by compressed air).
Among the users of this technique has been Pratt and Whitney Aircraft in the

study of gas turbine combustor liners. They designed and built a rig that was

turned over to the Lewis Research Center in 1985. The McDonnell-Douglas

Company took advantage of this technique in the 1960s when activities Intensi-

fled on the development of a United States supersonic aircraft. The problem

being addressed was the skin heating effect due to high speed flight in the

atmosphere. Another radiation type of thermal fatigue heating technique is
being employed by the Rocketdyne Division of Rockwell Internatonal under
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contract to the NASA Lewis. The technique ls used In an attempt to simulate
the extremely hlgh rates of heat transfer found In liquid oxygen/hydrogen
space propulsion systems.

Direct resistance heating, i.e., the passage of high electric current
through a metalllc specimen, has been used primarily for isothermal and thermo-
mechanical fattgue testing. One of the first users of thls technique was
L.F. Coffin, 3r. (ref. 5). Kamachl, et al. (ref. 104) have taken advantage of
the technique In their recent studies of the thermal fatigue resistance of
stainless steels.

High frequency (RF) and low frequency (AF) Induction heating techniques
have been used only sparingly as a source of heating for thermal fatigue
experiments (i.e., temperature gradients imposed on specimens). In Germany,
as early as 1955, R~deker (ref. 105) was applying this technique In his thermal
fatigue studies of hot-working tools. This heating technique ls now quite
common In most high-temperature, low-cycle fatigue laboratories for use tn
isothermal and TMF studles.

A particularly thorough documentation of the varlous techniques In use up
to about 1961 has been presented by Glenny (ref. 29). Pertinent detalls from
45 references to thermal fatigue testlng are summarized tn a table prepared In
reference 12.

Various thermal fatigue testing techniques have evolved as means for sim-
ulating component service conditions. How well a simple laboratory thermal
fattgue test duplicates the complex thermal, mechanical, and environmental
conditions In a structure has not been known untll quite recently. With the
development of finite element structural analysis capability and cyclic con-
stltutlve equations, both the structure and the specimen can be thoroughly
analyzed and compared on a more rational basts. The results of structural
analyses of the Glenny disk speclmen and the NASA Lewis [llinols of Technology
Research Institute wedge specimen have been publlshed In references 101 and
103, respectively. These results are available for direct comparison wlth
slmllar detailed analyses of structural components subjected to realistic
service conditions. Direct comparison, however, is quite difficult, because
of the large number of parameters Involved. A few of the parameters could be
held constant, but many of the others would not be, thus making comparisons
questionable.

It ls generally recognlzed that thermal fatlgue results are as varled as
the techniques to measure thermal fatigue resistance. There is no standard for
thermal fatlgue testing, and there likely never will be. Because there are so
many varlables associated wlth thermal cycles, there Is no single representative
cycle for all materials and conditions. There is a growing dissatisfaction
wlth this approach for assessing the thermal fatlgue resistance of structural
components. Thermal fatigue test results are approximate indicators of whether
a material might survive In a given service situation. Test results serve as
a means of ranking the relatlve thermal fatigue resistance of different
materials.

What ts obviously needed is an appropriate theory for dealing wtth thermal
cycling and mechanical loading. Such a theory would be the llnk between ther-
mal fatigue testing and thermal fatigue loadtngs In service components. The
material constants, geometry, environment, and thermal characteristics could be
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fitted to the laboratory thermal fatigue results, then applied to the struc-

tural components. Attributes of thermal fatigue theories will be discussed in

subsequent sections.

B. TRENDS IN BEHAVIOR

Thermal fatigue test lives are most frequently reported as the number of

cycles to initiate a crack of some stated size (ref. lOT), although some
studies have reported rates of cyclic crack growth as well (ref. lOT and I06).

I. Crack Initiation

One of the most extensive programs documenting the relative thermal

fatigue resistance of engineering alloys was supported by the NASA Lewis and
carried out at the Illinois Institute of Technology Research Institute (IITRI)

using their fluldlzed bed test facility. Alloys studied have ranged from

wrought Udlmet 700 to advanced dlrectlonally solidified superalloys with

sophisticated surface protection coatings. Single-edge and double-edge wedge

specimens, as shown in figure 14 have been tested. The outstanding feature of

this testing system is the capability of testing as many as IB specimens simul-

taneously. Testing was interrupted on a regular schedule and the specimen

edges were visually examined at 30X magnification for thermal fatigue cracks.
Results have been reported in a number of different publications, (ref. I02,

107 to Ill). An example of the comparative thermal fatigue results for 26

alloys and conditions (ref. I02) are shown in figure 15. The results are

dramatic. The superiority of dlrectlonally solidified (DS) a11oys over their

polycrysta111ne counterparts, and the benefits of coatings are clearly Illu-
strated. Crack initiation lives ranged from 12 to 12 000 cycles for the same
external thermal environment of I088 to 316 °C with 3 mln exposure times in

each bed.

Over TO0 alloys and alloy plus coating combinations have been studied in

this facility since it first came on llne in the late 1960s. The facility is

also versatlle enough to permit the testing of rather small component parts
such as turbine blades from the Space Shuttle Main Engine (ref. IT2) and auto-

motive gas turbine Integrally bladed disks (ref. IT3).

A large portion of the thermal fatigue data generated by aerospace indus-
tries has likely not been publlshed in the open literature because of the pro-

prietary status assigned to such information. Only a few examples of the vast
amount of the published results on thermal fatigue crack initiation have been

pointed out herein. The reader is directed to the numerous conference proceed-

ings on thermal fatigue (refs. 35 to 61) to locate thermal fatigue results for
specific materials, temperatures, and end applications. Not all thermal

fatigue problems are associated with what are thought of as structural load

bearing members. A prime example is the thermal fatigue cracking problem

encountered in the soldered Joints of leadless chip carriers in miniaturized

electronic components (refs. IT4 to liT). Temperature ranges of only TO0 °C
can cause local strains in the solder to exceed several percent. The dlfferen-

tlal thermal expansion between the chip material and the carrier material is

responsible for the problem. The problem is further compounded by the low

strength of the solder. This permits it to absorb the majority of the differ-

ential expansion, and hence concentrates the local strain to very high levels.
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Fortunately, the solders are quite ductile and offer high cycle strain resist-
ance. Nevertheless, failure lives are shorter than desired, and research
efforts are underway (ref. 117) to better understand the nature of the failures
and hence propose solutions.

2. Crack Propagation

Only limited cycllc crack propagation results have been reported In the

literature for thermal fatigue cycling. Considerable difficulties are
encountered In gathering such information, since in sltu crack slze measure-

ments are not possible for most specimen geometries and heating techniques.

Consequently, specimens must be removed from the test faclllty after cooling
to room temperature. Even after the specimen has been prepared for crack size

measurements, the only accurate dimensional measurement Is the crack length

along a free surface. Crack depths or cracked areas must be determined based

upon an assumed shape for the crack front. The crack measurement procedure Is
tlme consuming and limits the number of such measurements that are convenient

during a thermal fatigue test.

Not only are the measurements time-consumlng, but their intrinsic value

is questionable. The rate of crack growth depends highly upon the specific

geometry, the specific cyclic thermal environment, the rate of heat flow to
and from the crack region, the material and its coating, etc. Thermal fatigue

cracks grow through regions of variable temperatures, variable stresses and

strains, and even variable material composition and grain size (for cast speci-

mens). These factors, while quite important to the analysis and thermal

fatigue llfe prediction of components, becloud the interpretation of results.

Hence, It Is not recommended that crack growth data be generated under thermal

fatigue conditions If generalized crack growth resistance information Is being

sought. Thermal fatigue crack growth information, however, Is invaluable In

assessing the accuracy of crack propagation llfe prediction methods when

applied to simulated service cracking of components. In other words, thermal

fatigue crack growth results are valuable primarily for establlshlng quallta-

tlve behavioral trends and for verifying theories.

In 1973, Mowbray and Woodford [lOll reported results of a thorough study

of the thermal fatigue crack growth rates of two cast superalloys, FSX 414

(cobalt base) and Rene 77 (nlckel-base). lapered disk specimens of the Glenny
type were cycled between two fluldlzed beds. One bed was maintained at a con-

stant low temperature of 24 °C, while the hlgh temperature bed was held at any

one of flve temperatures between B20 and I020 °C. Immersion times In the hot

bed were controlled at fixed values ranging from l to 60 mln. The problems of

multiple crack initiation and crack stress fields interacting was avoided by

notching the periphery to initiate early, dominant cracks at well defined Ioca-

tions. Macroscopic surface crack lengths (I to 8 mm) were measured optically
at X30 on both faces of the tapered disks. Curves for crack length versus

applied cycles were quite linear, despite the numerous nonlinear aspects of the

problem. Typical examples of crack growth are shown In figure 16 for the two
alloys studied.

Spera, Calfo and Bizon (ref. 106) reported crack growth results for ther-

mal fatigue tests of simulated turbine blades. Cracked area versus applied

cycles data were presented. Areas were calculated from surface crack length

measurements and the assumption that the crack front was a straight llne. This

was probably a good assumption considering the thin geometry of the leading
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edge of the airfoil where all of the cracks initiated. Again, a remarkably
linear crack (area) growth curve was observed for the four conditions investi-
gated. Figure 17 shows these results. It is interesting to note that the

coated blade (curve B) had a crack initiation llfe nearly twice that of the

blade with no coating (curve A), indicating that the coating is serving its
intended environmental protection function quite well in the case. Once the

coating had cracked into the substrate, however, the rate of crack growth
equaled that of the uncoated blade.

The thermal fatigue crack growth information presented herein is an

example of the limited type of data that have been reported. Thermal fatigue

related conferences (refs. 35 to 61) contain a few papers dealing with crack
propagation.

Interest is waning in the thermal fatigue test as a means of studying the

thermal fatigue resistance of materials. In its place is the considerably

more basic and sophisticated thermomechanlcal fatigue test. This testing
technique is discussed in the next section.

THERMOMECHANICAL FATIGUE (TMF)

A. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Thermomechanlcal fatigue (TMF) is the term used to describe fatigue in
which temperature is varied throughout a cycle in a well controlled manner, and
the temperature gradients within a specimen test section are held near zero.

The mechanlcal strains and the temperature can be controlled independently of

one another if desired. Typically, these two variables are programmed to
follow prescribed patterns with respect to time, and with a fixed phase rela
tlon. In-phase TMF cycling is the condition in which the maximum tensile

strain occurs at the same instant as the peak temperature, and the maximum

compressive strain occurs at the minimum temperature. Out-of-phase (180 °) TMF
is the opposite condition wlth tension cold and compression hot. Intermediate

phaslngs have also been employed (refs. 81 and liB) in attempts to simulate a

particular thermal fatigue cycle experienced by a component part in service.

lhe most sophisticated of these intermediately phased cycles is the so-called

"faithful cycle". Here, a smooth, axlally loaded laboratory test sample is

subjected to a straln-tlme and temperature-tlme history that falthfully repro-

duces the cycle calculated for a critical location of a component part in

service. Such cycles can become rather complex and can involve extremely long

hold periods at maximum, or near maximum temperature. However, the In-phase
and out-of-phase TMF cycles are more valuable from the point of view of measur-
ing generic materlal characteristics.

TMF testing techniques have become a common form of high temperature
fatigue evaluation, and are rapidly replacing the less sophisticated thermal
fatigue testing approaches.

The first TMF experiments were performed and reported by L.F. Coffin, Jr.

in the early I950s. While lacking the benefits of accurate high temperature

extensometry and closed loop servocontroller technology, the apparatus permitted

a study of the straln-temperature phasing effects that had not been possible
previously. Strain ranges could be varied while keeping the temperature

extremes fixed, or at a fixed strain range, the temperature extremes could be
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varied. This degree of freedom in controlling the variables allowed Dr. Coffin

to isolate the independent variables and gain a much better appreciation of the

cause and effect relationships governing variable temperature low-cycle
fatigue.

Slowly, improvements in extensometry, load cells, heating and cooling

techniques, electrohydraullcs, servocontrollers, programmers, recorders, and

now computers have allowed researchers in the field to conduct TMF experiments
on a routine basis (ref. liB).

A variety of experimental procedures have been employed to conduct TMF

tests. Closed-loop, electrohydraullc, servocontrolled, axlally loaded machines

are now used exclusively. The heating techniques are usually induction or

direct resistance, with a few experiments being conducted with quartz lamp fur-

naces. Specimens are either of uniform gage length, in which case, an axlal
extensometer is used, or have an hourglass configuration that is used with dla-

metral extensometry. Direct resistance heating is inappropriate for uniform

gage length specimens because of the temperature gradient that develops along
the gage length as heat is lost through the grips.

In performing a TMF test, the thermal strains (due to thermal expansion)
of the specimen and the "apparent" strains caused by expansions within the

components of the extensometer can be considerably greater than the mechanical

strains experienced by the specimen. One of the first problems to be overcome

in TMF testing, is to cancel the extraneous strains from the total extensometer

output, so that only the specimen mechanical strain remains. Typically, a

specimen is thermally cycled through the desired temperature-tlme history,

while the specimen is held at zero load (stress). The extensometer outpu.t is
then recorded and incorporated into a computer program that later subtracts

this synchronized signal from the total extensometer output as the specimen is
thermally and mechanically strained. The resultant output is the mechanical

strain experienced by the specimen. Further details of these techniques can
be found in reference liB.

The TMF crack growth measurements reported by Rau, Gemma, and Leverant

(ref. 83) and Gemma, Langer, and Leverant (ref. 84) have used the basic thermal

cycling and straining techniques reported by Hopkins (ref. liB). Similar

techniques have been employed by Marchand and Pelloux (ref. 86).

B. IRENDS IN BEHAVIOR

I. Crack Initiation

An extensive TMF crack initiation data base has been generated since the

first experiments were conducted by Coffin (ref. 5) over 30 yr ago. At latest
count, nearly 40 a11oys have been studied with a total of 93 different TMF

conditions. These results are much too extensive to include herein, but a

brief summary tabulation is included to 111ustrate the diversity of TMF
behavior that has been observed for a wide variety of alloys. In some of the
studies, isothermal creep-fatlgue results were also determined for direct
comparison with the TMF behavior.

In summarizing the TMF and Isothermal data trends in table I, a coding
system has been adopted from the work of Kuwabara, Nltta and Kltamura

(ref. llg). The coding is illustrated in figure 18. When In-phase TMF cycles
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produce crack lnitlatlon lives that are less than equivalent out-of-phase TMF
cycles, the letter "I" ts listed. If the reverse ls true, the letter "0" ls
llsted. If the in-phase and out-of-phase ltfe curves are parallel or converge
at low lives, the letter designations remain "I" or "0 °°. Should the life
curves converge at long lives, (a less common occurence), a prime Is added to
the letter. And, If the in-phase and out-of-phase ltfe curves are nearly
equal, the letter "E" is employed. Finally a notation ls made as to whether
an isothermal life curve determined at the maximum temperature of the IMF
cycle is above (A), nearly equal to (N) or below (B) the corresponding TMF
llfe curve.

The coding has been applied to fatigue behavior based on either total

strain range or inelastic strain range, or both, If data were originally pre-

sented to permit both being determined. Also, comparisons between isothermal
and TMF lives are made for both In-phase and out-of-phase TMF cycles. In cases

where no measurements were made, or data were not reported, a question mark is

listed In the table.

Despite the enormous volume of data, few of the investigators conducted
enough tests to permit complete entries In table I. The most thorough results

were reported by Kuwabara, Nltta and Kitamura (ref. ll9), and Sheffler and

Doble (ref. 146). Frequently, the isothermal results were lll-condltloned for

direct comparison with the TMF data. For example, TMF tests invariably have a

component of creep strain in the high temperature half of the cycle, i.e., CP

for In-phase and PC for out-of-phase TMF cycling. Yet, the isothermal results

generated for comparison Invarably did not contain the same extent of CP or PC
strains for a proper d_rect comparison. The Judgments appearing in table I

are based upon the raw data presented In the cited references, and reflect no

attempt to compare the isothermal and TMF behavior via an evaluated llfe

prediction model.

Nevertheless, there are some interesting observations to be gleened from

table I. First, and most importantly, Is the fact that almost every conceiv-

able behavior combination has been observed. Let us now examine specific

trends:

When comparing In-phase 1MF and isothermal fatigue results on the basis

of total strain range, we find that over half of the reported results are

categorized by the designation "N" That is, the isothermal and TMF llfe

results are nearly equal. In 40 percent of the cases, the TMF lives are below
the isothermal lives and in only three instances (7 percent) were the TMF lives

greater than isothermal lives, thus dispelling the notion that isothermal

fatigue tests at the maximum 1MF cycle temperature provide a conservative
estimate of TMF llfe. Out-of-phase results differ from the In-phase, in that

almost three-fourths of the data sets have nearly equal TMF and isothermal

lives, leaving only 20 percent of the data sets having TMF lives greater than
isothermal.

For comparisons based upon the Inelastlc strain range, the above percent-

ages change. The major change involves a greater percentage of TMF results

having lives less than the isothermal lives at the peak TMF temperature.

Speclflcally, 55 percent of the In-phase and 44 percent of the out-of-phase
results have 1MF lives less than isothermal lives. In only one instance

(Inconel 718, out-of-phase, (ref. llg) was It observed that TMF lives were
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greater than comparable Isothermal lives. Again, it is clear that isothermal

fatigue resistance at the peak temperature does not provide a conservative
estimate of TMF llfe.

Finally, the relative positions of the In-phase and out-of-phase strain

range versus fatigue llfe curves have been categorized, and designations of O,

E, I, and I' have been used. Out-of-phase lives are less than In-phase lives

in 33 percent (total strain range basis) and 24 percent (inelastic stralnrange

basis) of the cases, whereas In-phase lives are less than out-of-phase lives

in 40 percent (total strain range basis) and 66 percent (inelastic strain range

basis) of the cases. Whether one phasing or the other is lower is highly
dependent upon the alloy, temperature levels, and cycle times.

2. Crack Propagation

One of the first TMF crack growth studies to be reported in the litera-
ture was that of Rau, Gemma and Leverant (ref. 83) in 1972. These studies were

followed by those reported in 1976 by Gemma, Langer and Leverant (ref. 84).

lhe materials were advanced cobalt- and nlckel-base superalloys that were

seeing service in aeronautical gas turbine engines. Crack growth rates were

correlated with the range of the strain intensity factor using elastic fracture

mechanics principles. Cyclic crack propagation rates were found to be nearly

an order-of-magnltude greater for out-of-phase TMF cycles than for In-phase

cycles. Accelerated crack growth of coated specimens occurred when the peak

tensile strain were imposed when the coating was at a temperature range where

it was relatively brittle. The high growth rates for out-of-phase cycling are

even greater than the isothermal rates at the same temperature as the peak

tensile strain (lowest TMF cycle temperature for out-of-phase cycles). Tensile

ratchettlng strains promoted multiple crack initiation in the coating, and
subsequent increases in cyclic crack growth rates.

In tests on directional solidified MAR-M 200 with varying crystallographic

orientations relatlve to the loading axis, it was found that the crack growth

rates for all orientations could be correlated by normalizing the strain inten-
sity factor by the elastic modulus in the direction of loading. Only out-of-

phase thermomechanlcal loading was employed. Since these pioneering studies,

several others have been published. Most have concluded that 1MF crack growth

rates are faster than isothermal growth rates measured at the peak temperature
of the TMF cycles (refs. 81, 83 to 85 91). With the exception of the results

of Marchand and Pelloux (ref. 86) for INCONEL X-750, and Kuwabara, Nitta and

Kitamura (ref. llg) for 304 stainless steel, out-of-phase TMF crack growth

rates were considerably greater than In-phase TMF growth rates. Kolzuml and

Okazakl (ref. 147) have found nearly identical crack growth rates for TMF and
peak temperature Isothermal tests for a 12Cr-Mo-V-W steel.

In 1974, lalra, FuJino and Maruyama (ref. 148) reported results for a

0.16 percent carbon steel which were obtained from TMF cycles at three tempera-

ture levels; lO0 to 300 °C, 300 to 500 °C, and 400 to 600 °C. The out-of-phase
crack growth rates were only slightly affected by the temperature levels, but

the In-phase TMF growth rates increased dramatically as the peak temperature

increased. As a consequence, In-phase growth rates were higher than out-of-

phase at only the two highest temperature levels. At the lowest temperatures,

out-of-phase growth rates were highest. These results are reproduced in
figure 19.
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In summaryof this section, it is appropriate to quote from Marchand and
Pelloux (ref. 86):

"From the TMF crack growth data available in the open literature, it can

be seen that there is no generalization to be made concerning the severity

of damage associated with In-phase and out-of-phase cycling, and that

there is no hard and fast rule for relating IMF data to isothermal

testing."

BITHERMAL FAIIGUE

At our present state of technological development, we are forced to rely
heavily on our extensive and reasonably well-understood isothermal fatigue

knowledge and data bases for the design of components subjected to thermal

fatigue loadlngs. The considerable gap between isothermal and thermomechanlcal

fatigue technology can be bridged by an approach that retains the simplicity
and ease of interpretation of isothermal fatigue testing, yet captures the

first order effects of the more complex thermomechanlcal cycling. The approach

is called blthermal fatigue. The experimental procedures involve tensile and

compressive halves of a cycle being imposed isothermally at two significantly

different temperatures. The higher temperature is chosen to be in the time-

dependent creep and oxldatlon-prone regime of the material, and the lower

temperature in the regime wherein time dependencies are minimized due to lack
of thermal activation.

A. RAIIONALE FOR BIIHERMAL FAIIGUE

Figure 20 provides a schematic illustration of the temperature versus
strain relationship for the blthermal cycles employed in studies to date. Both

In-phase (wherein all of the tensile inelastic strain is imposed at the highest

temperature) and out-of-phase (wherein the converse is true) blthermal cycles
are illustrated. In the figure, the blthermal cycles are compared to conven-

tional thermomechanlcal cycles. Resultant stress versus mechanical strain

hysteresis loops are i11ustrated in figure 21. Note that the thermal free

expansion strains are not included in the strains shown in this figure. While

blthermal cycling in the past has been used to introduce time-dependent creep
strains at the high temperature, and tlme-dependent plastic strains at the low

temperature (i.e., a CP or PC type Stralnrange Partitioning cycles), it can be

used to introduce plastic strains only at both temperatures. This latter con-
dltlon is extremely difficult to achieve with conventional thermomechanlcal

cycllng, since thermal cycling a specimen usually cannot be accomplished with

a high enough rate to preclude the introduction of creep. In the bithermal

testing technique, the specimen is held at zero stress during the temperature

excursions, and hence no mechanical deformation (other than any creep recovery)
takes place. Once at the high temperatures, the deformation can be imposed at

high enough rates to preclude creep. Such PP blthermal experiments should help
to isolate tlme-lndependent from tlme-dependent damage mechanisms.

Among the important effects of thermomechanlcal loading that are naturally

encompassed by blthermal fatigue experiments are: (a) influence of alternate

high and low temperatures on the cyclic stress-straln and cyclic creep response
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characteristics; (b) possibility of introducing both high temperature and low
temperature deformation mechanisms within the same cycle, but limiting the

number of active mechanisms at high temperature by proper choice of the temper-

ature level, stress level, and hold time; and (c) thermal free expansion mis-

match straining between surface oxides and the substrate (or coatings and

substrate). Much of the relative simplicity of testing and interpretation of

isothermal results, however, is retained by the bithermal testing procedures.

Many of the troublesome experimental aspects of 1MF cycling can be over-

come readily by blthermal testing. During TMF cycling, precisely controlled
temperature and strain histories must be synchronized or the mechanical hyster-

esls loop becomes hlghly distorted. Distortion of this loop hampers measure-

ment and interpretation of the stresses and strains. This problem is minimized

by use of bithermal cycling, since temperature is held constant during the

application of mechanical strain. Obviously, the temperature must be accu-

rately controlled at a constant value or the hysteresis loop will distort in

this case as well. However, constant temperature control is easier to achieve

than is accurate variable temperature and strain both in magnitude and phase

relationship. For In-phase or out-of-phase TMF cycles, the peak temperatures

and strains must occur simultaneously and repeatedly. If this is not accu-

rately controlled, the mechanical hysteresis loop distorts and accurate inter-

pretation of results is difficult. Still another experimental disadvantage of

TMF cycling that can be overcome by the blthermal procedure has to do with the

uniformity of the temperature profile along the axial gage section of a spec-

imen (when utilizing an axial extensometer) during heating and cooling. It is

difficult to maintain a uniform temperature profile while also changing the

temperature, since the gradients tend to increase as the cycling becomes more

rapid. Should a thermal gradient develop along the gage length in a TMf test,

the hysteresis loop will again experience distortion with subsequent diffi-

culties in interpretation. For blthermal experiments, no mechanical strain

changes are imposed during heating or cooling, and temperature gradients can

readily be ignored during the temperature transition period at zero stress.
Finally, blthermal cycles can be run and thermal strains can be subtracted

from the extensometer signal in a simple manner, not requiring nearly as high

an accuracy as for TMF cycling. Because the thermal strain of both the spec-
imen and the extensometer can be considerably larger than the mechanical

strain, it is common practice to first document this component of the strain

signal (by thermally cycling the specimens under zero load control) and then

subtracting it from the total strain signal. The difference is the mechanical

strain. Once the difference signal is obtained, it can be amplified to provide
an accurate mechanical strain signal. For a TMF test, the subtraction process

becomes critical and the accuracy of the mechanical strain signal depends upon

the accuracy of the total signal and the apparent thermal signal. The accuracy

of the thermal signal and the accuracy of its subtraction from the total signal

is relatively unimportant to the blthermal cycle. If the subtraction process

is perfect and complete, the resultant mechanical hysteresis loops will appear

as in figure 21. On the other hand, if the subtraction is imperfect, the only

effect is to have the upper (tensile) and lower (compressive) halves of the

hysteresis loop displaced horizontally by the amount of the error, lhls error

does not affect the accuracy of the mechanical strain signal.

Interestingly enough, the blthermal testing technique was not originally

proposed as an alternative to thermomechanlcal fatigue testing. Instead, it

was used in the evaluation of the isothermal Stralnrange Partitioning (SRP)

characteristics of alloys. Hence, numerous bithermal fatigue tests were per-
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formed on a variety of alloys, but comparative thermomechanical fatigue tests
were seldom performed since that was not the subject under investigation at
the time. The blthermal testing technique has been applied to several wrought
and cast alloys. Wrought alloys included 304 (ref. 149) and 316 (refs. lO and
130) austenittc stainless steels, A-286 (ref. 149), 2-l/4 Cr-lMo steel
(ref. 130), and the tantalum alloys ASIAR 811C (ref. 146) and T-lll (ref. 146).
Cast superalloys examined were the alumlnide coated cobalt-base alloy MAR-M-302
(ref. 144) and the nickel-base alloy B-1900 • Hf (ref. 150).

B. BITHERMAL FATIGUE RESULTS

As early as 1971, the blthermal fatigue cycling technique was used by

Manson, Halford and Hlrschberg (ref. lO) to characterize the isothermal Strain-

range Partitioning (SRP) behavior of 316 austenltlc stainless steel and
2-1/4Cr-IMo steel. The peak temperature in the cycle was considered to be the

important temperature, and results were compared with isothermal results for

approximately the same temperature. The concept behind the technique was to
ensure that only tlme-lndependent plastic deformation was encountered In the

half cycle of interest by reducing the temperature below the creep range. No

attempt was made at the tlme to consider the blthermal cycle as an approxlma-
tlon to a thermomechanlcal fatigue cycle. However, since these blthermal

results agreed well wlth isothermal results (ref. 131 for the two alloys
studied, It Is anticipated that isothermal behavior could be used to predict
thermomechanlcal fatigue 11ves. Thls assumption was reinforced in 1976 for

the 316 austenltlc stainless steel (ref. 131).

The agreement of blthermal and thermomechanlcal results for 316 stainless
steel Is illustrated In figure 22. Results for both In-phase (CP) and out-of-

phase (PC) cycles are shown. For the In-phase cycles, It appears that
blthermal cycling produces slightly lower lives than 1MF cycling. Thls is

rationalized by noting that the blthermal cycles contain a greater proportion

of the highly damaging CP stralnrange component than to the TMF cycles. For

example, in the case of Ineiastlc stralnranges below O.Ol, the fraction of the

inelastic stralnrange that is of the CP type is approximately 0.225 (ref. 131),
whereas for the two blthermal tests, this fraction is 0.365 and 0.475 (ref. lO).

By applying the interaction damage rule of the SRP method, these two sets of
results can be brought Into even closer agreement. In reference lO, photo-

mlcrographs were presented showing the extensive Intergranular cracking present

In the In-phase blthermal experiments. Similar Intergranular cracking was also
documented for the In-phase TMF tests reported In reference 131. Since the
basic failure mechanism was the same for the two types of testing, it is not

surprising that the cyclic llves are comparable. Differences in lives between

the In-phase and the out-of-phase cycles are explained by the more benign

transgranular cracking mechanisms in the blthermal and TMF out-of-phase

experiments.

In 1972, Sheffler and Doble (ref. 146) of TRW, under contract to NASA,

also performed blthermal fatigue tests on the tantalum alloys T-Ill and
ASIAR BlIC In ultrahigh vacuum. Comparisons of blthermal and thermomechanlcal

fatigue tests can be made only for the ASIAR 811; results are shown In

figure 23(a) and (b) for In-phase (CP) and out-Of-phase (PC) cycles, respec-

tively, lhe blthermal cycles are more severe than the IMF cycles. Again,
thls would be expected based upon the greater degree of damaging creep strains

present In the blthermal cycles compared to the TMF cycles. Greater creep
strains occur in the blthermal tests since al} of the inelastic deformation is
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imposedat the peak temperature, whereas In the case of linear thermal ramping
for TMF cycling, the inelastic deformation within a half cycle Is imposed at a

considerably lower average temperature.

The results discussed above are the only known examples for which both

blthermal and TMF tests have been conducted for the same alloy during the same
investigation.

Blthermal data in ultra hlgh vacuum have been reported for 304 austenltic
stainless steel (ref. 149) and A-286 (ref. 140) as well as for alumlnlde coated

MAR-M-302, a cast cobalt-base superalloy (ref. 144). For these three alloys,

there is no valid basis for Judging whether the blthermal cycling results are
compatlble with TMF or isothermal creep-fatlgue behavior, since the latter type

tests were not performed.

Preliminary blthermal fatigue results have been generated by Halford,

McGaw, Bill and Fantl (ref. 150) for B-I900 , Hf. Only PP and PC blthermal
results have been reported, and no TMF results had been conducted as yet. The

PP and PC blthermal data were essentially coincident on a plot of total
inelastic stralnrange versus cycles to complete failure. Test temperatures

were 483 °C in tension and 871 °C In compression. Their results are shown in

figure 24, and are compared to isothermal PP results for the two temperatures.

Surprisingly, the blthermal results agree very closely with the higher tempera-
ture, higher llfe, isothermal PP data.

While blthermal cycling offers several advantages over conventional ther-

momechanlcal cycling, other forms of straln-temperature cycles have also been

used to advantage by researchers in the field. For example, Lindholm and
Davldson (ref. 141) have employed phased straln-temperature cycles that are

similar to the blthermal cycle-the chief exception being that both tensile and

compressive deformation is imposed at both the maximum and minimum temperatures

In their work. Thls aspect can introduce features not found in thermally

driven service cycles. Another form of cycling, referred to as a dog-leg

cycle, Is one in which the tensile and compressive straining Is imposed at a

single temperature (either maximum or minimum), and at some point in each

cycle, the specimen is subjected to a thermal excursion during which no mechan-

ical strain is allowed to be experienced by the specimen. This form of cycling

does introduce some aspects of a service cycle, but not to the same extent as

does the blthermal cycle. Cycles have also been conducted in which the strain

and temperature are phased by 90 ° In an attempt to simulate special thermal

fatigue cycles. These TMF cycles are referred to as "baseball" cycles

(ref. 81) because of the diamond shape of the straln-temperature path.

In this section the philosophy has been adopted that complex thermomech-
anlcal fatigue behavior can be approximated by simpler blthermal fatigue exper-

iments. For the approximation to be acceptable, the same basic deformation,

crack initiation, and crack propagation mechanisms must be present in both

types of cycles. And, in order to directly compare the results of one type of

test to the other, a damage accumulation, i.e., llfe prediction, theory must
be invoked. The SRP framework has been utilized herein.

lhe principal reason for promoting blthermal fatigue testing as a viable
technique is to provide a simple test procedure that captures the first order

aspects of more complex TMF cycling, and does so by taking advantage of
isothermal testing philosophy.
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From the limited experience to-date, It ls apparent that bltherma] fatigue
testing can be used to impose more creep damage per cycle than a comparable TMF
cycle. Consequently, btthermal cycling could be used to determine lower bounds
on TMF life, or at least to determine a conservative life. For alloys whose
TMF behavior and bithermal behavior can be predicted directly from isothermal
behavior, there Is less of a need for the bltherma] approach. However, for
other alloys in which TMF is not directly predictable from Isothermal behavior
because of new mechanisms of deformation and cracking, the blthermal cycling
procedure offers a useful means for ascertaining TMF resistance. The bithermal
technique is also advantageous from the standpoint of interpreting the mech-
anisms of cyclic deformation and cracking since only two distinct temperatures
are Involved. TMF cycling Includes the complete spectrum of temperature from
minimum to maximum, and mechanistic lnterpretatlon could be hampered by the
integrated effects of a spectrum of damage mechanisms.

]he principal features of the btthermal fatigue philosophy can be
summarized as follows:

l. Blthermal fatigue testing is a stmple alternative to thermomechanlcal
fatigue testing, and can provide a conservative determination of TMF llfe.

2. Blthermal fatigue results can be directly related to TMF fatigue
results through the use of an appropriate damage rule.

3. Btthermal fatigue may be related to isothermal fatigue provided that
no new mechanisms of deformation and cracking are introduced by the change In
temperature required by the blthermal experiments.

4. The mlcromechanlsms of cyclic deformation and cracking should be easier
to interpret for blthermal cycles than for thermomechanlcal cycles because of
the discrete nature of blthermal cycling compared to the continuous spectrum
of TMF cycling.

5. Blthermal fatigue testing could be accomplished In any high-temperature
fatigue laboratory with a minimum of alterations to the instrumentation. Cur-
rent testing procedures utlllztng computer control and data acquisition and
handltng are tdealy suited for btthermal fatigue experlmentalizatlon.

ISOIHERMAL LIFE PREDICTION MODELS

Hlgh temperature fatigue llfe prediction models have been developed almost
exclusively under isothermal conditions. The mere fact that a model was devel-

oped wlth isothermal conditions in mind does not, in itself, exclude the model

from appllcablllty to TMF or thermal fatigue llfe prediction. However, If the
constants In the model are evaluated only under isothermal test conditions wlth

no regard to prior thermal history, the model should be used wlth caution

before applying to a thermal cycling fatigue problem. Some of the proposed

models can be applied readily to thermal cycling conditions provided the con-

stants are known as a function of temperature, and an analysis has been made of
the cyclic stress-stra%n-temperature-tlme history at the critical crack initia-

tion location. The classlc time- and cycle-llfe fraction approach (ref. 152)

and the Contlnlum Damage method of LeMaltre and Chaboche (ref. 153) fall Into

this category. However, the predicted lives are excessively dependent upon the
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accuracy of the stress-temperature-tlme history. For thermal fatigue life pre-
diction, strain based approaches, especially those based on total stralnrange,

are much less sensitive to the accuracy of the input analyses.

The life prediction models would be relatively simple were it not for the

tlme-dependent damaging mechanisms that are introduced by high temperature

exposure. In fact, many of the methods are simply extension of low temperature

methods. The principal damaging mechanisms are creep (particularly grain

boundary related creep phenomena), oxidation (particularly at surface connected

grain boundaries), and metallurgical instabilities promoted by the combination

of crystallographic sllp and thermal exposure. Consequently, every high-

temperature llfe prediction model features some aspect of tlme-dependency.

However, few methods can truly distinguish which time dependency is being
accounted for when the constants are being evaluated from test results.

The primary variables of concern are the stralnranges (both inelastic and
total), stresses (range, peak tensile, mean stress, and the stress-temperature-

time history), time (strain rate, frequency, hold time, total elapsed time),
temperature, stress or strain intensity, crack size, and rates of oxidation.

Exactly how these variables enter into the various llfe prediction methods
is what distinguishes one from the other. All rely upon stress or strain

related parameters as the prime variable, but they differ on how time enters.

Some, such as Coffin's Frequency Modified Life or Frequency Separation methods

and Ostergren's Approach treat time (frequency) directly in their formulations.

On the other hand, the Strainrange Partitioning method incorporates time indir-

ectly through a knowledge of the percentage of creep strain present in a cycle.

Obviously, the greater the elapsed tlme/cycle, the greater the amount of creep

strain. In either case, all tlme-dependent effects (creep, oxidation, metal-
lurgical changes) are accounted for when constants in the models are evaluated

from tests that cover a limited time span. Extrapolating llfe predictions to

significantly longer times will be acceptable provided only the same mechanisms

continue to operate, and operate at the same rates as in the evaluation tests.

A summary of the 30 isothermal hlgh-temperature llfe prediction models
proposed over the past three decades is contained in table If. The table also

lists the 13 different reviews of these methods. Because of the large number

of models, it is not possible to review and do proper Justice for each and

every model; such an undertaking shall be reserved for a future review chapter.

In the meantime, the reader is referred to some of the more extensive reviews,

in particular, Manson (refs. 154 and 155), Coffin (refs. 156 and 157), Lundberg

and Sandstrom (ref. 158), and Miller, Priest, and Elllson (ref. 159). The

reader is encouraged to examine the well-thought out criteria for Judging
methods that was used by Manson (ref. 154) in his 1976 review. The very same

criteria should be applied to the numerous llfe prediction models that have
been proposed since that time. Manson's criteria are:

I .

2.

3.

4

5.

Accountability for Data Trends

Viability of Basic Mechanism

Applicability to Realistic Design

Required Input Data

Special Range of Utility

For every Isothermal llfe prediction method proposed to-date, account-
abillty for data trends is the first and foremost criterion that has been
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applied and found to be acceptable, at least for the range of variables consld-
ered by the method developer. A shortcoming of most of the hlgh-temperature
methods has been the limitation placed on the range of applIcabillty. This is

particularly true when it comes to the prediction of TMF and thermal fatigue

lives. While successful thermal cycling fatigue llfe predictions have been

demonstrated for the time- and cycle-fractlon approach as utilized by Spera

(ref. 188), Stralnrange Partitioning (ref. 131), Exhaustion of Ductility

(ref. 189), Continuum Damage (ref. 190), and PBWA SRP Combustor Model (ref. 191),

such successes can hardly be expected on a more routine basis. Examination of

the TMF crack initiation data trends in table l clearly shows the diversity of
behavior that has been observed, and hence the improbability of an existing

isothermal model being able to deal accurately with all conditions and all
materials.

The following section takes an In-depth look at the prediction of TMF

lives using three selected isothermal llfe models with idealized characteris-

tics. Even under the highly simplified conditions, it will be seen that

isothermal llfe models can give erroneous TMF llfe predictions.

PREDICI[ON OF TMF LIVES USING IDEALIZED ISOTHERMAL CHARACTERISTICS

Thermomechanlcal fatigue (TMF) llfe predictions in design are often made

on the basis of established isothermal fatigue behavior (ref. 19). Strong

economic and engineering reasons exist for continuing to rely upon the vast

quantity of existing isothermal material characterizations for llfe prediction
data bases. However, recognition of the inadequacies in the use of isothermal

behavior to predict TMF llfe of certain classes of materials has been

increasing.

Accuracy of TMF llfe predictions is generally recognized to be consider-
ably poorer than corresponding isothermal 11fe predictions. The primary defi-

ciency lles in the simple fact that isothermal testing and characterization

can never capture those mlcromechanlsms which become manifest under thermal

cycling conditions. For example, alloys with strengthening precipitates can

experience an additional localized component of cyclic strain during thermal

cycling because of the differential thermal expansion between the precipitate

and the matrix metal; such an additional cyclic strain would not be present

during isothermal cycling. Imposing identical global mechanical strains during

both types of cycling would not produce the same local strains, and hence the
test with the highest local strain would llkely.have the shortest llfe.
Numerous other mlcromechanlsms of cyclic deformation also may be present

depending upon the material involved and the circumstances in a thermal cycling
test.

The purpose of this section is to examine a few of the simpler Isothermal

llfe prediction models, and to explore the logical implications of these

methods when applied to TMF problems. The study is analytic and avoids the

uncertainties that tend to confuse pure experimental comparisons of isothermal

and TMF behavior. To keep the analysis as basic as possible, only the simplest

of possible assumptions are made. It is assumed, for example, that the alloy

and its environment are such that no additional thermal cycling mechanisms,
above and beyond that encountered in isothermal cycling, are present. Only one

dominant isothermal inelastic deformation mechanism (for example, to and fro

crystallographic sllp) is assumed to be present. This is obviously the simplest
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of all conditions to consider, and consequently serves as an excellent base

from which to formulate future studies. Under these conditions, it is reason-

able to expect that an isothermal fatigue model based upon the slngle mechanism

would be able to predict thermal cycling fatigue lives. Hence, it Is possible

to establish a required condition for a valid isothermal fatigue llfe predic-
tion method. If an isothermal method doesn't accurately predict a thermal

cycling fatigue llfe under these idealized conditions, then the method is con-
sldered to be technlcally deficient.

Hlstorlcally, investigators have sought an equivalence between TMF and

isothermal fatigue by postulating the existence of a single Isothermal temper-
ature level for which the low-cycle fatigue resistance is the same as the TMF

resistance. Suggested temperature levels have been: maximum thermal cycling

temperature (ref. Ig), minimum temperature, average temperature, or more com-

plex choices such as an equivalent temperature (ref. 187) or the temperature

within the thermal cycling range for which the isothermal fatigue resistance

is minimum (ref. 188). A unlquely defined single temperature level has not

been found thus far that can represent all thermal cycllng conditions for all
materlals.

The proper basis for comparison of isothermal and TMF resistance has also

been open to debate. Quoted isothermal and TMF results may differ consider-

ably, depending upon the choice of parameter used for comparison. In fact, the
relative fatigue resistances can reverse depending upon the parameters used.

Comparisons have been made on the basis of inelastic stralnrange, total strain-
range, stress range, peak tensile stress, and a variety of other failure crite-

ria or damage factors. This issue, of course may never be experlmentally
resolved because of the host of differing damage accumulation mechanisms from

one material to the next, and because of the potential for differing damage
accumulation mechanisms between isothermal fatigue and TMF. Numerous examples

from the literature were surveyed in a previous section, and a wide range of

behaviors between isothermal and TMF have been noted. Thermal fatigue lives

are almost invariably less than or equal to isothermal fatigue lives when the
basis for comparison is constant inelastic stralnrange. However, if the total

stralnrange is used as the basis of comparison, the order may be reversed,
particularly if the inelastic stralnrange is small compared to the total
stralnrange.

Another complication arises when dealing wlth TMF because of the poten-

tially pronounced effect of temperature and strain phasing. In-phase thermal
cycling (high temperature at maximum strain) produces 11ves that can be elther

greater than, nearly equal to, or less than, out-of-phase cycling (low tempera-
ture at maximum strain) depending upon the material and environment involved.

Hence, if isothermal fatigue llfe prediction methods are to be able to predict

phase effects, they would have to recognize the different mechanistic aspects
of the two different phases. In this section, the idealized behavior is

llm_ted to a single operative crack initiation mechanisms, and consequently,
no temperature/straln phase effect is introduced. Some isothermal llfe pre-

diction methods attempt to distinguish the effects of phasing, others do not.

lhe approach of Ostergren (ref. 71) predicts an effect of phasing, and will be
examined later in this section.
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The approach is to assume an idealized isothermal behavior for a material,
then infer what the likely thermomechanlcal response would be. History inde-

pendence of flow behavior is assumed, and no additional flow or damage mech-
anisms are permitted during the thermal excursions. Such idealizations are

seldom, if ever, achieved in real materials. However, they do serve a useful

purpose in providing a simple, common basis, for directly comparing various

llfe prediction approaches. If an isothermal llfe prediction method properly

predicts the idealized TMF behavior, a required condition has been achieved
for assessing the validity of the method. On the other hand, if incorrect TMF

behavior is predicted, the prediction method Is faulty.

A. CONSTANT MANSON-COFFIN FAILURE CRITERION

Two distinct material behaviors are examined; tlme-lndependent cyclic

stress strain behavior over the entire temperature range of interest, and time-

dependent behavior within the higher temperature region. In all cases con-
sidered in this subsection (A), it is assumed the inelastic stralnrange versus

cyclic llfe relation, i.e., the Manson-Coffln (refs. 167 and 5) relation, is

independent of both temperature and time. Hence, the inelastic stralnrange

uniquely defines the cyclic lifetime.

I. 1MF Life Prediction for Time-Independent Constitutive Behavior

Although the cyclic stress-straln properties are assumed to be independent
of time, they are recognized to be temperature-dependent. Figure 25 sche-

matlcally illustrates the form of the cyclic stress-straln relation used;

linear elastic strain plus power-law plastic straln-stress response,

A( = A(el ÷ A(in = Ao/E ÷ (AalK) I/n (I)

lhe three material constants, E, K, and n, are taken to vary with temper-

ature according to the straight llne relations shown in figure 26. A tempera-

ture range from 0 to lO00 °C has been considered for sake of numerical example.

While the numerical values are arbitrary, the trends reflect realistic engl-

neerlng material behavior.

The temperature-lndependent inelastic strainrange versus llfe relationship

shown in figure 27 is of the Manson-Coffin form,

a,ln = B(Nf)B (2)

By fixing the constants in the cyclic stress-straln relation and in the
inelastic stralnrange versus llfe relation, the elastic stralnrange versus llfe

relation (fig. 28) becomes fixed at each temperature.

a(el = A(Nf) a (3)

Since B and n are constant at all temperatures, _ is also tempera-

ture independent (_ = Bn). The constant A varies with temperature because

of the corresponding temperature dependence of K and E (i.e., A = KBn/E).
The constants for the inelastic and elastic stralnrange versus llfe relations

are presented in figure 29 for the temperature range considered.
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Slnce the lnelastlc stralnrange versus life relation Is not a function of
temperature, and since no new deformation or crack initiation mlcromechanlsm
Is permitted due to thermal cycling, It can be deduced that a TMF cycle w111
have exactly the same life as any isothermal cycle with the same Inelastic
stralnrange.

Consequently, the life of any TMF cycle can be determined simply by
knowing its lnelastlc stralnrange. Now, we are In a position to ask what other
llfe predlctlon methods (which uttllze other crlterta for failure) would
predict under these circumstances.

Two fallure criteria are examined; (a) total stralnrange of the cycle at
some prescribed temperature and (b) the approach of Ostergren (ref. 71) (with
no tlme dependencies) that postulates that the product of the Inelastic strain-
range and the peak tensile stress Is a power function of the cyclic 11re.
Alternatively, the product can be interpreted as representative of the tensile
hysteresis energy of the cycle. Thls alternative Is also examined by consider-
lng the integrated hysteresis energy of the tensile half of the loops.

a. Total Strain Range Criterion

lhe Isothermal total stralnrange versus life relatlons for any temperature
can readily be computed from the originally adopted constitutive and failure
behavior. Calculated curves for the maximum, average, and minimum temperatures
are presented In figure 30. We are now tn a posltlon to examine a TMF cycle
and predict Its 11fe based upon the total stralnrange versus llfe relations of
figure 30.

For the sake of an example, an Inelastic stralnrange of 0.005 Is assumed,
and the TMF hysteresis loop of figure 31 is calculated from the assumed con-
stltutlve behavlor for a temperature range of 0 to 1000 °C. The cycllc life
for thls loop Is determined using equation (2) and ls 400 cycles. The loop
shown in the figure does not lnclude the elastic strain. However, the only
important elastlc strains are those at the extreme temperatures and strains of
the TMF cycle. In this case, the elastlc stralnrange of 0.00300 ls composed
of the 0 °C amplitude of 0.00233 and the 1000 °C amplitude of 0.00067. The
total stralnrange ls thus 0.00800.

If we enter the Isothermal total stralnrange versus llfe curve for the
maximum temperature of the TMF cycle we would predict a llfe of 233 cycles to
failure. Thls number, however, is In disagreement with what we know to be the
correct ltfe of 400 cycles to failure based upon an Inelastic stratnrange of
0.005. Similar calculatlons for other isotherms reveal the predictions shown
In table III.

None of the three predictions agree wlth the known llfe. Since the known
11fe ls between the extreme predictions, It ls obvious that a temperature level
(equal-life temperature) exists for which the prediction would be equal to the
known life. However, that temperature can be shown to be a function of the
values of the constants in the cyclic stress-strain curve, and the constants In
the failure curves themselves. Calculations show that the equal-life tempera-
ture is also a function of the temperature range and peak temperature. Since
the equal-life temperature ls dependent upon all of the variables Involved, it
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has no special significance. Blind use of a total stralnrange failure crlte-
rlon for a preselected isothermal temperature fails to produce correct llfe

predictions.

b. Ostergren Approach

The Ostergren failure criterion for tlme-lndependent behavior Is the

product of the inelastic stralnrange and the peak tensile stress of the cycle.

Thls quantity is directly related to the tensile hysteresis energy for isother-

mal fatigue cycles. For the presently assumed cyclic stress-straln behavior
and a constant value of n = 0.2, the product and the energy term are linearly

related by a factor of 2/3. For isothermal llfe prediction, there Is little

need to distinguish between the two. However, the criteria begin to deviate

when TMF cycles are involved. The reasons for the divergent behavior will

become apparent later. We will examine the product form first, i.e.:

(A(in) (al) -: F (Nf)Y (4)

Equation (4) is shown in figure 32 for several temperature levels. The
constants F and Y are derivable from the previously assumed constants,

i.e., F = (K/2)(B) l_n and Y = Q + B.

lhe isothermal curves for the tensile hysteresis energy criterion of fail-
ure would lle a factor of 2/3 below the curves of figure 32.

Reexamining the In-phase TMF hysteresis loop of figure 31, we can deter-

mine the product, (a(in) (aT). In this case aT = 210 MPa 30.8 ksl) at point

B, A(in = 0.005, and the product Is 1.05 MPa (0.154 ksl). Following the same
procedure asused in examining the total stralnrange failure criterion, we can
examine the maximum, average, and minimum temperature. For an In-phase cycle,

a fourth temperature might also be selected, i.e., the temperature of which the

peak tenslle stress is encountered (point B, figure 31). For an out-of-phase

1MF cycle, the peak tensile stress of 477 MPa (69.87 ksl) occurs at the max-
imum strain and minimum temperature. Table IV compares the TMF llfe predlc-

tlons at the four isotherms wlth the previously determlned 11re known to exist

for the inelastic stralnrange of 0.005. Both In-phase and out-of-phase TMF

cycles are examlned.

Again, it is readily apparent that none of the In-phase predictions are

in agreement wlth the known llfe of 400 cycles. An equal-llfe temperature in
this case as well, is so highly dependent upon all of the input variables, the

idea of treating the parameter (A(in) (aT) and an equal-llfe temperature as a

failure criterion, is not appealing.

For the out-of-phase cycle, agreement is achieved by using the minimum

temperature of the cycle. This agreement, however, is circumstantial and is

far from being a general conclusion. For example, if the point of vlew is
taken that the tensile hysteresis energy is a more appropriate term, then the

above noted successful prediction is no longer correct. By integrating the

tensile hysteresis energy for the loop of figure 31 (or the other half of the

loop in the case of an out-of-phase TMF cycle) and entering isothermal failure
curves based on tensile hysteresis energy, the predictions of table V are

obtained.
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For thls case, there is no agreement between predictions and known llfe
of 400 cycles.

2. TNF Llfe Pred%ctlon for Time-Dependent Constltut%ve Behavior

In add%tlon to the previously adopted temperature dependence of the cycltc
stress-strain behavior, let us now examine the consequences of assuming a time-
dependency. The assumed time-dependency begins below an arbitrarily set
inelastic strain rate (1.0 sec -1 in the present case). The degree of time-
dependency increases as the temperature increases. As stated earl%er, the
fa%lure behavior, which is taken to be inelastic stralnrange versus 1%fe, is
not assumed to be time-dependent, nor ts it temperature dependent.

Figure 33 illustrates the time-dependency employed for the cyclic stress-
straln curve. The constants K and n are previously designated and retain
their orlg%nally assigned values. The inelastic strain rate hardening expon-
ent, m, has been assumed to vary with temperature In an exponential manner as
shown In flgure 34. Based upon these assumptions, tt follows that the elastlc
stra%nrange versus l%fe relationships are both time- and temperature-dependent.
lhls behavior is shown In figure 35. The total stra%nrange versus 1%fe rela-
t%onsh%ps are also time- and temperature-dependent, as indicated In figure 36.

Since the %nelastlc stralnrange versus l%fe relatlon ls not a function of
temperature or time, and since no new deformation or crack initiation micro-
mechanism is permitted, It is logical to deduce that a TRF cycle will again
have exactly the same llfe as any Isothermal cYcle with the same Inelastic
strainrange, lhus, we can deduce the 11fe of any 1Mr cycle s%mply by knowing
lts Inelastic stralnrange. The fact that the stress response ls time-dependent
d%ctates that the total stra%nrange and the Ostergren models exhibit time-
dependent failure curves. For the sake of an example, we select a s%ngle, slow
Inelastic strain rate of 0.0001 sec -1 for evaluation of the TRF and Isothermal
fatigue lives. An inelastic stra%nrange of 0.005 ts again assumed. The TMF
hysteresis loop for an in-phase cycle of an Inelastic strain rate of
0.0001 sec -1 and temperature extremes of 0 to 1000 °C Is shown In figure 37.

a. Total Strain Ranqe Criterion

The Isothermal total stra%nrange versus llfe relatlons for the slow strain
rate of 0.0001 sec -1 are shown in figure 38 for the minimum, average, and
maximum temperatures. The effect of the low strain rate on the 1000 °C curve
is quite apparent when compared with figure 30.

lhe total stra%nrange ls now only 0.00756 (the 1000 °C tens%1e elastic
strain amplitude is only 0.00025), and the TNF llfe is 400 cycles to fa%lure
as determined earller. Llfe predictions based on the three isothermal total
stralnrange fatigue curves of figure 38 are 11sted In table VI. Life pred%c-
tlons at a given temperature are the same for in-phase and out-of-phase TRF
cycles.

b. pstergren Approach

With the introduction of time dependency of the stress response, the Ostergren
Approach (ref. 71) can no longer be taken tn its time-Independent form.
Instead, the equation can be written as:
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(ACln) (_T) = F (;ln)m(Nf) _+B (5)

where F = (K/2) (B)l+n

Since the isothermal and TMF inelastic strain rates are identical, no

interpolation or extrapolation is required with respect to tlme-dependent
effects. Furthermore, the tensile and compressive inelastic strain rates are

also identical, thus eliminating the need to consider the tlme-dependent wave-
form effects that are handled in the Ostergren approach by special interpreta-

tion of tensile and compressive going frequencies.

For an inelastic strain rate of O.O001 sec -l and an inelastic strain-

range of 0.005, a llfe can be calculated from each of the three isothermal

temperatures of interest from figure 39. These represent isothermal llfe

predictions of the TMF cycle. For an In-phase TMF cycle, a fourth isothermal

temperature may have significance, i.e., the temperature at which the maximum

tensile stress occurs (pt. B in fig. 37).

lable VII summarizes the llfe calculations.

Again, it is obvious that there is general disagreement between the
established llfe and the isothermally predicted lives. The only point of

agreement is for the out-of-phase cycle for which the minimum isothermal tem-

perature conditions exist. Again, this is somewhat circumstantial, and it

would be dangerous to generalize the agreement for other conditions. To
illustrate the point, one need only look at the tensile hysteresis energy

representation of the tlme-dependent Ostergren approach. Predictions for the
same TMF cycle are shown in table VIII.

Here it is seen that the previously obtained agreement (using time-

independent properties) for the mln temp prediction of the out-of-phase cycle

is no longer upheld.

Life prediction calculations have also been made for a broader range of
the variables of interest: Such calculations are readily obtainable from the

computer program prepared for this purpose, and several such calculations have
been made. These results are contained in the next several figures for the

range of temperatures considered and for an additional inelastic stralnrange of

only 0.0002. Figure 40 displays the TMF fatigue llfe predlctlons based upon
the isothermal total stralnrange criterion for the two stralnranges and for

both tlme-dependent and tlme-lndependent behavior. Predictions are identical

for In-phase and out-of-phase TMF cycles. The known TMF lives are also

independent of phasing for the present case. Note that there are two total

stralnrange values for each inelastic stralnrange, lhls is because of the
different elastic stralnrange contributions to the total stralnrange resulting

from the tlme-lndependent and tlme-dependent TMF loops.

Similar results are displayed in figures 41(a) and (b) and 42(a) and (b)

for the two formulations of the Ostergren Approach. The same general trends

as found for the 0.005 inelastic stralnrange calculations apply for the smaller

stralnrange.
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lhe above subsections dealt with a temperature-lndependent inelastic

stralnrange versus cyclic llfe criterion of fallure. Other temperature-

independent criteria will now be examined. Namely, total stralnrange and the

Ostergren parameter.

B. CONSTANT TOTAL STRAIN RANGE FAILURE CRITERION

When considering the total stralnrange criterion it quickly becomes

apparent that the only way to make this criteria independent of temperature is

to have two conditions fulfllled. The first condition is to have the cyclic

strength decrease with increasing temperature at exactly the same rate as the

decrease of the modulus of elasticity with temperature, i.e., the elastic
stralnrange versus llfe relations must be independent of temperature (and also

must be independent of time or strain rate effects). The second condition is

that the inelastic stralnrange versus cyclic llfe relation must be temperature

independent. However, this is exactly the failure criterion Just examined.
Hence, there is no merit in further pursuit of the total stralnrange criterion.

C. CONSIANT OSTERGREN FAILURE CRITERION

I. Time-Independent Constitutive Behavior

We will now examine the Ostergren Approach [71]. Selecting the time-

independent, product-form, (eq. (4)), we see that the constants F and Y

must be independent of temperature in order that the failure criterion be tem-
perature independent. Hence, F = (K/2)(B) l÷n = const and Y = _ * B = const.

In all previous analyses in this study, it was assumed that n (= 0.2),

(= -O.l), and B (= -0.5) were constant with respect to temperature. Then,

Y = (-O.l) • (-0.5) = -0.6, and (K/2)B I-2 = const. It is thus necessary for

K and B to vary with temperature according to this constraint. Previously,

B was considered to be temperature independent. To do so now would also

require that the strength coefficient in the cyclic stress-straln curve, K, be

a constant. Such a condition is unrealistic since strength decreases as tem.-

perature increases. Hence, K is selected to vary with temperature as assumed

earlier, K = 2733 - 2.187T (fig. 2). Thus, B must vary with temperature

according to:

B = const.

(1367 - l.Og41)

l

l,n

(B)

The constant in the above expression will be taken arbitrarily at a value of
51.74 (previous value at 500 °C with B = O.l) for the sake of example. Thus,

B = (26.42 - 0.021131) -0-B33 (7)

B varies from 0.065 at 0 °C to 0.245 at TO00 °C. Note that it is neces-

sary for B to increase as temperature is increased. While this is not

normal engineering material behavior, it is physically vlable. Such a trend

has been observed by Annls, et aT. (ref. 192) for some nlckel-base superalloys

at high homologous temperatures (>0.7).
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Before pursuing the Implications to TMF life predictions, time-dependent
constitutive response and lts affect on the Ostergren approach will be
examined.

2. lime-Dependent Constitutive Behavior

From equation (5), we find that (_ , B) must be temperature independent,
and that K(B)l+n(cln) m = const., where K = (2733 - 2.1877) and m = 0.001
exp (0.004605T). Hence, B must vary with both temperature and Inelastic
strain rate in a htghly constrained, physically improbable manner. For
example, as the strain rate decreases, the value of B (an indicator of
"ductility") must increase. Such response is extremely uncommon except within
the realm of superplastlc behavior at extremely high homologous temperatures
(>0.9).

For an inelastic strain rate of unity or greater, the time-dependent
constitutive response degenerates to the time-Independent case.

3. TMF Life Prediction for Tlme-Independent and Time-Dependent Cases

Obviously, if the Ostergren failure criterion ts independent of tempera-
ture, then the prediction of TMF llfe using the Ostergren approach is trivial,
i.e., the TMF life Is identical to the isothermal llfe. The TMF cycles of
interest have already been discussed. The TRF cycle parameters are as listed
in table IX. Ttme-lndependent values (;In _ 1.O sec. -1) are shown first,
followed by tlme-dependent (tin = 0.0001 sec -/) values.

a. Ostergren Approach

For time-independent conditions, an tn-phase value of 1.05 for the
Ostergren product results In an Isothermal life of 660 cycles to failure, and
thus a TMF llfe also of 660 cycles to failure. For the time-dependent case,
the life is 625 cycles. Similarly the out-of-phase, tlme-lndependent and
time-dependent llves are 169 and 147 cycles to failure. TMF lives calculated
using the Ostergren tensile hysteresis energy parameter were numerically
d_fferent, but exhibited Identical trends.

b. Manson-Cofftn Failure Criterion

Evaluation of the Manson-Coffln equation for B = (26.42 - 0.021131) -0.833 ,

i.e. for tlme-lndependent constitutive behavior, results in lives for an

inelastic stralnrange of 0.005 of 169, 400, and 2500 respectively for O, 500,
and lO00 °C. Examln_ng a low inelastic strain rate of 0.0001 sec-l at an

inelastic stra_nrange of 0.005 results In calculated 1MF lives of 149, 400, and

9920 respectively for O, 500, and lO00 °C. None of these lives are in agree-

merit wlth what is being forced to be the correct 11fe, i.e., 660 cycles. There
is no influence of temperature-straln phasing for thls failure criterion. Note

again, that by assuming a constant Ostergren failure criterion, independent of

temperature, that the predicted TMF lives increase as the isothermal tempera-

ture used in the prediction Is increased. Also, the lives are greater for the

lower strain rate at the highest temperature. These are uncommon trends.
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c. Total Strain Range Criterion

For a constant Ostergren failure criterion, the isothermal total strainrange

versus life curves must differ from one another at different temperatures. In

the present case, both the inelastic and the elastic life llne must vary con-
siderably. This is particularly true for tlme-dependent cases.

For the total strainrange values listed in table IX, the corresponding
isothermally predicted TMF lives are as shown in table X below:

Calculated lives are independent of the temperature-strain phasing of the

TMF cycle. Again, the lives listed in table lO increase as temperature
increases and as strain rate decreases. Both trends are uncommon.

The above results are displayed in figures 43(a) and (b) for time-

independent and time-dependent material behavior respectively. In addition, a

much smaller stralnrange condition is examined, i.e., A(in = 0.0002. These
figures display the diversity in predicted lives that result from the various
failure criteria.

D. INIERPRETAIION OF ANALYSES

The objectives have been achieved by examining simple isothermal fatigue

llfe prediction models, and exploring the logical implication of applying these

to thermal cycling conditions. Simple sets of assumptions were made regarding
isothermal cyclic flow and failure behavior. These were made to permit easier

interpretation of the thermomechanlcal cycling behavior. Cyclic life predic-

tions of selected TMF cycles were based upon the various assumed isothermal

fatigue resistances. Of the three basic failure criteria examined, inelastic

stralnrange, total strainrange, and two versions of the Ostergren Approach, it

is concluded that use of an inelastic stralnrange criterion gave the most
reasonable interpretation of TMF behavior. The other criteria were shown to

require improbable material flow and or failure behavior in order to produce

numerically correct TMF life predictions. The reason for their poor perform-

ance lles in the fact that the failure criteria for each is composed of two

contributions, one related to failure (inelastic strain), and the other related

to the nonlinear cyclic flow behavior (stress or elastic strain). A similar
set of conclusions are projected for the future when other phenomenologlcal

llfe prediction methods are analyzed that incorporate both flow and failure

characteristics into their damage parameter.

For a paper study, it is by far the simplest to assume that the failure

criterion of interest was independent of temperature and time. Procedures for

handling a nonconstant failure criteria have as yet to be established. How-

ever, assumptions would have to be made as to how to incrementally add damage

in going through each TMF cycle. For example, the cycle could be broken up
into equal increments of inelastic strain. Each increment would have its

damage tied to the rate of doing damage at the temperature of that increment.

The linear summation of the increments of damage over a cycle could be

straightforward. While this type of procedure could be applied to the

inelastic strain criterion, it is not at all clear as to how to incrementally

sum damage due to a total strain criterion, or due to a product of the peak
tensile stress and plastic strain.
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A key feature of the present analytic study Is the assumption that no new
deformation or failure mechanisms were introduced by the thermal cycling.
While thls ls not particularly realistic for many materials, it ls not an
unreasonable one for others. For example, a relatively pure single phase
material subjected to fatigue In an inert atmosphere over a relatively narrow,
lower-temperature regime could readily fall lnto thls category.

By rullng out additional mechanisms due to TMF, one can potentlally
achieve a TRF llfe prediction based solely upon isothermal material behavior.
Consequently one can determine which isothermal life prediction methods can
meet this necessary (although not-sufficient) condition of validity. Further
study will be required to examine more complex cycles, more realistic failure
behavior as a function of temperature and time, and to examine additional
pheneomenologlcal llfe prediction methods. In particular, It wlll be neces-
sary to incorporate the numerous imbalances of mechanisms of deformation and
cracking that were discussed In detail In a previous section.

1HERMAL FAI[GUE LIFE PREDICIIONS OF ENGINEERING STRUClURAL COMPONENIS

lhe principal reason for pursuing thermal fatigue llfe prediction Is to
solve or lessen the problems of thermal fatigue failures in engineering struc-

tural components. Such failures are quite expensive, costing the economy many

millions of dollars/yr. Most thermal fatigue cracking problems are not of a

llfe-threatenlng nature involving safety considerations. Rather, they are of

a nuisance nature that requires expensive replacement of parts that can no

longer properly perform their intended design function. If the thermal fatigue

sensitive components can be visually inspected on a regular basis, the thermal

fatigue cracks can be detected prior to the onset of catastrophic fracturing
Into two or more pieces. For example, thermal fatigue cracking frequently

encountered in aeronautical gas turbine engine inlet guide vanes can be

detected during routine inspection. If the cracks are only In the coating, the

coating is stripped and the vanes are recoated and reinstalled In the engine.
If cracks are deep enough and penetrate Into the metal airfoil, they may be

welded shut, or If quite small, may be ground and polished out. On the other

hand, in certain equipment, such as a nuclear reactor in a commercial power

plant, It Is not always possible to inspect for thermal fatigue cracks because
of radioactive contamination. Even If inspection were possible, part replace-

ment would be prohibitive from the standpoint of the replacement part costs,
and because of loss of revenue during down times. In the case of dies for high

temperature die casting, thermal fatigue cracks interfere wlth a smooth surface
-on the die faces and thus produce an inferior surface finish on the cast parts.

Again, replacement is expensive and the down time of the equipment Is expensive
In terms of lost revenue. From these examples It Is seen that thermal fatigue

cracking Is an important engineering problem. For relatively inexpensive com-

ponents that are easy to inspect and replace, the problem is simply a mild
nuisance wlth moderate associated costs. For the large irreplaceable compon-

ents, adequate thermal fatigue resistance must be designed in at the beginning.

If not, the economic consequences are too great, and financial disaster would

ensue.

A problem has existed over the years in documenting thermal fatigue fail-
ures of Inservlce components, their analyses, and their solutions. This is
because few manufacturers are willing to publicly acknowledge and provide

details of problems associated with their products. Nor are they interested
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in giving their competition insights into their design schemes. Nevertheless,
someimportant case histories have been published in the open literature. In
this section, a representative sampling of these publications will be dis-
cussed. The principal concerns herein are for the techniques employed in
predicting the thermal fatigue lives, as opposed to the techniques used for
thermal and structural analyses. However, it must be emphasizedthat all
contributing subanalyses are of extreme importance to the proper solution of
the problem, and that any errors introduced by a subanalysls directly impacts
the errors observed in subsequent analyses.

A block flow diagram is shownin figure 44 for an overall analysis of
structural loading, thermal and structural response, material stress-straln-
temperature-tlme response (constitutive behavior), cyclic llfe calculation,
and comparison with service or simulated service experience. Although the
diagram was created to be used in conjunction with the Stralnrange Partitioning

method, it is of general applicability and is valuable in pointing out the
numerous aspects of a thorough thermal fatigue analysis.

By the early 1970s, hlgh-temperature structural analyses involving creep

and plastlclty calculations were Just beginning to become a workable tool for

failure and design analyses. Slmilarly, hlgh-temperature material constitutive

behavior models were refined enough to permit reasonable estimates of the

local cycllc stress strain response in complex shaped structural components.

Consequently, the technical 11terature on the subject began to grow, and papers

dealing with sophisticated thermal fatigue llfe predictions of structural com-
ponents appeared. The International Conference on Creep and Fatigue in Elevated

Temperature Appllcatlons (ref. 41) contained several such papers (refs. 193

and 195) of direct interest.

Before discussing four specific examples of thermal fatigue llfe predic-

tion of engineering structural components, reference should be made to the 150

page manual prepared by Saugerud [196] of the Marine Technology Center of the

University of Trondhelm, Trondhelm, Norway. Entltled, "Fatigue Life Prediction

of Thermally Loaded Engine Components," it is directed speclflcally at internal

combustion engine thermal fatigue problems. The manual is presented in an easy
to follow textbook fashion and is exceptionally informative to a designer

facing thermal fatigue problems in heat engines of all sorts.

A. HEAl EXCHANGER INLEI NOZZLE

Gangadharan et al. (ref. 193) examined the expected thermal fatigue

resistance of a primary inlet nozzle of a sodium intermediate heat exchanger.
The heat exchanger was destined for the fast flux test facility which was to

have been built as a part of a United States program to develop Liquid Metal

Fast Breeder Reactors for electric power. The cyclic thermal history for the
nozzle involved an excursion in temperature from 149 to 566 °C with a duration

of approximately one week at the peak temperature. The pressure loading was

constant at approximately 13 atmospheres. Results of the decoupled creep and

plasticity structural analysis revealed a hysteresis loop as shown in

figure 45. The inelastic stralnrange was determined to be 0.29 percent.

Damage during the thermal fatigue cycle was assessed using a version of the

tlme-and cycle-fractlon method that was similar to the method that had been

adopted by the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Committee at the time

(Code Case 1331-4 and -5, Currently Code Case N-47-22(19)). Creep damage was

found to be negligible while the fatigue damage was determined from a design
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curve based upon isothermal strain cycling fatigue data generated at 538 °C

for austenitic stainless steels. A life estimate of 3800 cycles to cracking

was enough in excess of the desired 800 cycles of operation that the design

was Judged adequate to resist thermal fatigue. Both the creep-rupture curves

and the fatigue curves used in the design calculations have large factors of

safety built Into them, so the Judgement of design adequacy was likely accur-
ate. It is in this manner that the ASME Code Case works best. The llfe

prediction method utilizes large factors of safety to guard against the many

unknowns In the problem, and as such should not be considered an accurate tool

for life prediction. Instead, it permits components to be designed to have a

high probability of not failing.

B. TURBINE ROTOR

Briner and Beglinger JigS] presented the results of an analysis of thermal

fatigue cracks that had been observed in the root attachment grooves of a large
industrial gas turbine rotor. A thorough thermal analysis was made of the

rotor, including the transients during heat up and cool down. Finite element

techniques were used to perform an elastic structural analysis. Since a multi-

axial strain state existed at the base of the groove where cracks had initi-

ated, an equivalent total strainrange was calculated and compared to isothermal

fatigue curves (with no creep) of the rotor alloy (12 percent Cr steel) at the

maximum cycle temperature. The authors rationalized that this provided an

upper bound on expected llfe of llO0 cycles. The method of Stralnrange Parti-

tloning (ref. lO) was used to estimate a lower bound llfe of 450 cycles.

Experience had indicated cracking of the rotor after about 700 start-stop
cycles. The agreement between operation and prediction was reasonable con-

siderlng the numerous assumptions that were required.

C. HIGH PRESSURE TURBINE BLADE

One of the most sophisticated thermal-structural-llfe analyses performed

up to IgB3 was reported by McKnight, et al. (ref. 136) for a first-stage, high-

pressure turbine blade used In the General Electric CF6 high-by-pass-ratio gas
turbine engine. These analyses have been summarized by Kaufman and Halford

(ref. IgT). The blades are cast of the nlckel-base superalloy, Rene BO, and

have an alumlnlde coating. Versions of this engine power McDonnell-Douglas
DCIO and Boeing 747 aircraft. The tips of these blades had experienced

unwanted thermal fatigue cracking that was causing excessive hot gas leakage

past the tip seals, lhis state of affairs reduced fuel efficiency at a time
when fuel costs were soaring. The problem was thus an economic nuisance.

Extensive thermal analyses, two- and three-dimenslonal structural analyses,

and state-of-the-art llfe prediction analyses were performed. Figure 46 shows

a thermal fatigue hysteresis loop for the critical location of the blade tip.

It was clearly demonstrated that the problem was almost exclusively a thermal

problem, lhe constitutive stress-strain model was the classical creep and

plasticity approach in which no interaction between tlme-dependent and time-

independent components was recognized. Two llfe prediction models, Frequency

Modified Life (ref. 70) and Stralnrange Partitioning (ref. lO), were applied.

Both were evaluated using isothermal creep-fatigue properties. Despite the
many necessary assumptions, the observed 3000 cycle crack initiation llfe was

reasonably bound by calculated lives ranging between 1200 and 4420 cycles.
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As a direct result of having performed this program under contract to the
NASALewis, the General Electric Companygained enough confidence to apply
similarly sophisticated analyses to numerousother turbine engine components
within the hot section. Only 3 yr later, significant advances have been made
in the performance of thermal analyses, transferring the thermal analyses to
the structural analyses, structural analysis techniques, unified constitutive
theories and llfe prediction. The hot section technology (HOST)program
(ref. 198) of NASA-Lewisis largely responsible for instigating these advances
in technology.

D. COMBUSTORLINER

Extensive thermal/structural/llfe analyses have also been performed on an
annular combustor liner by Moreno, Meyer, Kaufmanand Halford (ref. 199). This
was a parallel program to the turbine blade tip durability analysis discuss in
the previous section. The hardware studied was a half-slze simulated com-
bustor liner that was otherwise identical to the liners used in Pratt and
Whitney, J19D, high-by-pass-ratlo gas turbine engines.

Using induction heating and forced air cooling, temperature extremes at

the edge of the Hastelloy X louver llp (where thermal fatigue cracks invariably

formed) ranged between 504 and 954 °C. Cycle timing was such that 20 sec was
required during heat up, 40 sec for steady state, and 30 sec for cool down.

Cracking was observed after lO00 cycles of testing. Three-dlmenslonal heat

transfer analyses were matched wlth thermocouple outputs at known locations on

the louver llp and in the colder "knuckle" region. Transient and steady state

analyses were performed. The MARC general purpose finite element computer

program was used to calculate structural response, and hence the cyclic stress-
strain history at the crltlcal cracking location. At the time, the best avail-

able and numerically evaluated constitutive models were based upon distinct,

nonlnteractlve, creep-plastlclty equations. In fact, when used in the MARC

program, it was necessary to alternatlvely turn on and off first the plastic-

ity, and then the creep; the two modes of deformation could not be handled

simultaneously. Now, unified constitutive models [63] are available and offer

a more accurate representation of concurrent creep and plastlc deformations.

Stress-straln hysteresis loops for the first two thermal Fatigue cycles at the

edge of the louver llp are shown in Figure 47. Considerable inelastic deforma

tlon was present in each cycle, giving rise to the low cycle fatigue life of

lO00 cycles to crack initiation, lo confirm the predicted hysteresis loop, an

axial-loaded IMF specimen was programmed to follow the calculated straln-tlme

and temperature-tlme history of the crack prone area. Excellent agreement was

observed between the experimental TMF hysteresis loop and the analytically

predicted loop. Llfe predictions were made by relying upon two strain based

methods: Stralnrange Partitioning (SRP) and the method used by Pratt and
Whitney (based upon SRP concepts) in the design of commercial combustor liners.

Both have their bases In isothermal methodology, and model constants were
evaluated from laboratory data at the maximum temperature of the thermal

fatigue cycle. Both llfe models over predicted the half-scale liner llfe by

factors of between 1.7 (Pratt and Whitney Method) and 8.5 (SRP), thus suggest-
ing that thermal strain cycling causes fatigue damage to accumulate at a higher

rate than isothermal strain cycling. The Pratt and Whitney combustor design

approach relies heavily upon being able to calibrate the llfe prediction models

against actual engine durability results, thus overcoming the life prediction
versus observation discrepancies of the SRP method noted above.
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DOsANDDON'TsIN DESIGNAGAINSITHERMALFAlIGUE

Our state of understanding of the processes of low-cycle thermal fatigue

is primarily qualitative. Quantitative understanding, while improving at a

rapid rate, still does not permit us to predict thermal fatigue lives with a

very high degree of accuracy. For new or different material systems, for which
we have little experimental data, we cannot expect better than order-of-

magnitude llfe estimates. For data rich alloys, it is possible to achieve
better than factor-of-two llfe estimates under well-controlled laboratory

conditions, but because of uncertainties in operating conditions, thermal and

structural analyses, cyclic constitutive behavior, and life prediction models,
factors of three to four are more likely for newly designed components put

into service for the first time. As experience is gained and In-servlce

thermal fatigue failures are documented and correlations established with the

thermal fatigue theories and data bases, more accurate llfe predictions become

possible. However, factors of near two or slightly better are about as accur-
ate as can be expected, since statistical scatter in even the best of thermal

fatigue results is approximately a factor of two in crack initiation llfe.

lhe bottom llne analysis is that thermal fatigue llfe prediction for

service remains, to this date, heavily tied to background service experience

despite intense research activities to provide better understanding and

analyses. Because of this reliance upon experience, it is appropriate to
compile as many generalities as possible concerning thermal fatigue and how to
ameliorate thermal fatigue problems. An important observation drawn from the

summary of existing TMF and isothermal results is that isothermal low-cycle

fatigue resistance measured at the maximum temperature of the TMF cycle does

not provide a conservative estimate of TMF llfe. This is in contradiction to

the major high temperature design codes such as the ASME Code Case N--47

(ref. 19). The conclusion drawn herein is certainly not new, since nearly

every research paper on TMF since the very beginning [5] has drawn the same
conclusions.

There are three distinct aspects to thermal fatigue problems, (1) the

thermal forcing function, i.e., the thermal environmental history, (2) the

geometry of the structural component with its thermal and physical properties,

and finally (3) the material mechanical response to the thermal stresses and

strains, i.e., the cyclic stress-straln and cracking responses.

A. 1HE 1HERMAL FORCING FUNCIION

The range of temperature, A1, of the environment is the most obvious
variable that should be minimized to reduce thermal stress and strains, and

hence improve cyclic llfe. While it may not be possible to alter AT of the
thermal environment, it may be possible, for example, to preheat a component

in order to cut down on the effective A1 that the surface will experience.

In this regard, it should be pointed out that the widespread practice of
internal turbine airfoil cooling that has become necessary in current gas tur-

bine engines to permit higher temperatures and more efficient combustion is

intensifying the thermal fatigue environment. The increased thermal efflclen-

cles and improvements in materials, however, have outwelghted the thermal

fatigue debit.
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The value of the maximum temperature can also be detrimental. The higher
the temperature, the poorer is the mechanical strength and fatigue resistance
of most alloys (with the obvious exception of ceramic coatings and other mate-
rials that may become more ductile and hence strain resistant at the higher
temperatures). Time at high temperature is also important, because it usually
results in further deterioration of exposed materials. At the other tempera-
ture extreme, it is possible to encounter embrlttllng mechanisms in certain
classes of materials and for certain environments. Embrlttllng regions should
obviously be avoided, too, particularly If tensile stresses would be present
during the time when such temperatures are encountered. The time rate of
change of the environmental temperature should also be kept to a minimum to
help lower the transient thermal stresses and strains. In hardware such as
the Space Shuttle Main Engine (SSME), for example, the liquid oxygen/hydrogen
fuel system requires start-up and shut-down sequences to occur within a matter
of a second or two. Thermal gas transients on the order of I0 000 °C/sec have
been inferred from limited measurements during engine firings. Once at steady
state operating temperatures, the thermal gradients In SSME components such as
turbine airfoils are small and resultant thermal stresses and strains are of
no consequence to durability of the blades (ref. 200 and 201). If the sharp
thermal transients could be avoided, thermal fatigue cracking of the airfoil
sections would not be a problem.

The heat capacity (and potential for heat transfer to a solid because of

density and pressure) of the thermal environment is also quite important to the

problem. Reducing the rate of heat transfer across the gas/solld interface

will aid in the relief of thermal fatigue problems.

The chemical reactivity of the thermal environment is also of considerable
concern, since thermal fatigue is highly sensitive to the conditions at free

surfaces. Oxygen in air, sulpher in the petroleum by-products of combustion,

ion transport in liquid cooled systems, very high pressure hydrogen gas in

oxygen/hydrogen fueled systems, etc. can severely reduce a material's thermal

fatigue resistance by embrlttllng or otherwise disturbing the near surface

layer. Surface protective coatings have been developed to help guard against

such attack. However, while solving one aspect of the overall problem, they

'frequently introduce additional but lower priority problems, such as bonding

compatlbility with substrate.

B. GEOMEIRY OF SIRUCIURAL COMPONENIS AND IHERMAL/PHYSICAL PROPERIIES

Since thermal fatigue results from the self-constralnt imposed by a com-
ponent subjected to alternating temperatures, those features should be avoided

that promote deformation constralnt at the surface location of concern, lhat

is, a compliant structural configuration is desirable. The most obvious detri-

mental geometric feature is a sharp thin edge on an otherwise massive compon

ent. The edge is severely constrained due to equillbrlum and compatibility

requirements by the massive bulk material. In addition, such an edge has a

high surface to volume ratio which means that it can absorb heat from the

environment quite rapidly. It also has a reduced path through which to conduct

heat to the bulk of the component. The local material therefore sees very

high temperatures and very high thermal strains, thus compromising its thermal

fatigue durability.
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Surface finish Is still another consideration, since it can dictate the

nature of hlgh velocity gas flow at the boundary layer, which in turn impacts

the rate of heat transfer to and from the component. Low heat transfer coef-

flclents are desirable in relieving the thermal fatigue problem.

A high thermal conductivity within the structural component is desirable

in permitting heat to flow more rapidly, thus lowering temperature gradients
and hence thermal constraint. Hlgh thermal conductivity also helps to keep the

peak surface temperatures down when some form of cooling is provided to draw
the heat away. While thermal conductivity is seldom considered in selecting

alloys to resist thermal fatigue (because other characteristics are usually
more important), there are some extreme examples whereby It is of paramount

importance. The metallic liner in the main combustion chamber of the SSME, for

instance, is made of a copper alloy, NARloy Z. A copper a11oy was choosen

because it was the only alloy known to man with a high enough melting tempera-
ture that also could conduct heat fast enough to prevent itself from melting

in thls particular application. This liner is highly cooled by the passage of
massive amounts of cryogenic hydrogen fuel through channels imbedded within

the liner wall.

Another interesting consideration involving thermal conductivity Involves

the design of thlckwall, hlgh-veloclty (hypersonic), hlgh-temperature nozzles,

subjected to intermittent high temperature operation. A viable approach is to

select an alloy with poor thermal conductivity, thus producing a steep thermal

gradient at the inside hot gas wall, but a very low gradient throughout the
balance of the thickness, lhermal fatigue cracks would be encouraged to form

at the hot surface. Because of the rapldly decaying temperature gradient,

however, the stress-straln field ahead of the crack would be so benign that
the surface cracks would lack the potential driving energy to propagate into

the bulk of the thickness, hence they would rather quickly arrest. The end

result would be a nozzle with a highly compliant bore (due to extensive thermal

fatigue cracking) and a stiff and strong outer shell. A similar condition

could be designed in by intentionally slotting the bore materlal to a depth

below the steep portion of the temperature gradient. The only potential hazard
would be if cracks were to change direction and link up, causing segments of

the bore material to separate and enter the high velocity gas stream. Such

segments could cause damage to any models or instrumentation downstream.

Probably the most crucial material property is the coefficient of thermal

expansion, _, since it influences in direct proportionality the thermal
strains that are induced. Low thermal expansion coefficients are deslrable.

The ceramic cookware pioneered by Cornlng which can be thermally shocked
without fear of fracture is an excellent example of designing a material with

a very low coefficient of thermal expansion. Not only is _ important, it
can create additional problems when solids with different values of _ are

bonded together into a composite material. Any differential between the two

coefficients of expansion will give rise to added thermal strains. A composite

solid with no thermal gradients can experience large internal thermal strains
due to this affect alone. The cases discussed earlier regarding thermal

fatigue of coated superalloys point up the importance of designing composite

systems with a minimum differential of coefficients of thermal expansion.
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C. MATERIALMECHANICALRESPONSECHARACTERISTICS

The principal mechanical properties of importance are the elastic con-

stants (modulus of elasticity and Polsson's ratio), the temperature- and time-

dependent flow strength in the cyclic state, ductility, fracture toughness,

and the resistance to repeated stress and inelastic deformation. For elastic

thermal strain response, the modulus of elasticity directly dictates the

thermal stresses that develop. Thus, if it is desirable to keep the thermal

stresses low, then a low modulus of elasticity is beneficial. If yielding

occurs during thermal cycling, then it is desirable to have as high a yield

strength as possible to minimize thls inelastic component of strain. For a

-given amount of inelastic straln/cycle, materials with high ductility and

resistance to environmental embrlttlement tend to fare the best in resisting
thermal fatigue failure.

When single crystal and directlonally solidified alloys were being
developed about two decades ago, the chief feature being claimed was that

transverse grain boundaries had been eliminated. Grain boundaries had been

the source of creep deformation and premature high temperature intergranular

cracking. These new materials while having greater creep resistance, have

nearly the same yield strengths as their polycrystalllne counterparts. As it

has turned out, however, they are much better in thermal fatigue resistance

than polycrystalllne alloys of the same basic composition. The real reason for

improved thermal fatigue resistance was due to the significantly lower modulus

of elasticity of the directional structure of these alloys. The low-modulus

cube axis of the face-centered-cublc nickel alloy is alllgned with the growth

direction, which is taken as the longitudinal direction of the airfoil portion

of turbine blades. Because of the low modulus, almost all of the thermal

strains are absorbed elastically, thus greatly reducing the amounts of
inelastic strains that would have been induced in a polycrystalllne alloy.

Examination of figure 15 clearly shows that the directlonally solidified alloys

are superior in their thermal fatigue resistance to polycrystalllne alloys of

the same nominal composition. This conclusion applies to either coated or

bare alloys.
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Alloy Tmax Tmin
°C °C

Steels

AISI 1010 (H.R.) 316 93

427 93
538 93

I/2 Cr-Mo-V (N&T) 667 300

Cr-Mo-V (forging) 550 300

Cr-Mo-V (forging) 550 300

Cr-Mo-V (forging) 600 300

Cr-Mo-V (cast) 538 300

Ni-Mo-V (forging) 538 300

1.25Cr- 0.5 Mo. 538 300

2.25Cr - ] Mo 538 300

0.15%C Steel 400 lO0

0.15%C Steel 500 200

12 Cr-Mo-W-V 550 300

12 Cr-Mo-W-V 600 300

A 286 (forging) 650 300
$40C (Carbon Steel) 300 lO0
$40C 400 I00
Cr - Mo-V 620 80

2.25 Cr-IMo. 594 316

2.Z5 Cr-IMo. 510 316

0.16%C steel (S15C) 400 lO0

0.16%C stee] (S15C) 500 200

0.16%C steel (SI5C) 550 150

0.16%C steel (SI5C) 600 lO0

0.16%C steel (SI5C) 600 300

TABLE I. - SUMMARY OF TMF BEHAVIOR

Freq., Hz. Freq., Hz.
TMF ISO

0.0067 ?

.0067 ?

.0067 0.1-I.3

.00058- .00058-

.00074 .00074

.0083 .0083

.0083 .0083

.0083 .0083

.0083 .0083

.0083 .0083

.0083 .0083

.0083 .0083

.0167 .0167

.0167 .0167

.0083 .0083

.0083 .0083

.0056 .0056

.0167 .0500
.0167 .0500

? .0002-
.0008 sec. -I

var. var.

var. var.
.Oil- .Oll-

.016 .016

.Oil- .011-

.016 .016

,Oil- .Oll-

.016 .016

.Oil- .011-

.016 .016

.Oil- .Oil-

.Of6 ,016

Response type

act aci n

? ?

? ?

0 ?

? ?

0 0

E E

I I

I I

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

I I

0 0

0 0

E E

? ?
? ?

? ?

? ?

? ?

? ?

? ?

? ?

? ?

? ?

Iso./TMF [so./TMF

acT acin

Out In Out In

A ? A ?

A ? A ?

A A A A

? A ? A

N N N N

B N N N

N A N A

N A N A

N B N N

N N N N

N N N N

N N A A

A A A A

N N N N

N N N N

B B N N

? ? A ?

? ? A ?

? ? N ?

? ? I,l ?

? ? N ?

? ? N ?

? ? A ?

? ? A ?

? ? A ?

? ? N ?

Ref.

Jaske [120]

Westwood [12l]

Kuwabara [I19]

Taira [122]

Taira L122J

Kuwabara Lll9]

Kuwabara [119]

Kuwabara [119]

Kuwabara [119]

Fujino [123]

Fujino [123]

Taira [122]

Taira [122]

Kuwabara [I19]

Udoguchi [124]
Udoguchi L124J

Sandstrom [125]

Manson [lO]

Manson [lO]

Taira [126]

Taira [126]

Taira L126]

Taira [126]

Taira [126]



TABLE 1. - Continued.

Alloy Tmax Tmin
°C °C

Stainless Steels

304 (Mat. A) 550 200

304 550 200

304 {Mat. B) 600 300

304 600 300

304 700 300

304 750 200

304 Annealed var. var.

304 Annealed 650 427

304 700 350

316 {Annealed) 647 316
316 705 316
316 815 316

316 (Annealed) 760 230

321 650 450

347 600 I00

347 500 200
347 600 100
347 600 300
347 700 400
347 700 200

347 600 200

347 650 300

347 700 300

347 750 250

347 800 400

H46 Martensitic S.S. 700 400
H46 Martensitic S.S. 700 200
H46 Martensitic S.S. 600 300

H46 Martensitic S.S. 600 I00
H46 Martensitic S.S. 500 200

Freq., Hz. Freq.. HZ.
TMF ISO

0.0083 0.0083

.0083 .0083

.0083 .0083

.0083 .0083

.0056 .0056

.0083 .0083

.0094- ?

.037

.00115- .0001-

.0024 .0100

.0012- ?
.0015

var. var.

var. var.
var. var.

.00056 var.

.0033 .0033

var.

.0167 .050

.0167 .050

.0167 .050

.0167 .050

.0167 .050

.011- .011-
.016 .016

.Oil- .011-

.016 .016

.011- .011-

.016 .016

.011- .011-

.016 .016

.011- .011-

.016 .016

.0167 .050

.0167 .050

.0167 .050

.0167 .050

.0167 .050

Response Type

ac T acin

E E

E I'

E E

E E

[' I'

! I

? ?

? ?

? I

? ?

? ?

? ?

? ?

E I

? ?

? ?

? ?

? ?

? ?

? ?

? ?

? ?

? ?

? ?

? ?-

? ?

? ?

? ?

? ?

Iso./TMF

AcT

Out In

N N

N N

N N

N N

N A

N A

A

N A

N N

N N

N N

N N

N N

N N

?

? ?

? ?

? ?

? ?

? ?

N ?

N ?

N ?

N ?

N ?

? ?

? ?

? ?

? ?

? ?

Iso./TMF

a_in

Out In

N N

N N

N N

N N

N A

A A

A

N A

N N

N N

N N

N N

N N

A A

?

A ?

A ?

A ?

? ?

? ?

? ?

? ?

? ?

? ?

? ?

A ?

A ?

A ?

A ?

A ?

Ref.

Kuwabara [I19]

Fujino [123]

Kuwabara [119]

Taira [122]

Taira L122]

Fujino [123]

Carden [127]

Stentz [128]

Westwood [129]

Saltsman [130]
Saltsman [130]
Saltsman [130]

Halford [131]

Kuwabara [I19]

Coffin [5]

Udoguchi [124]
Udoguchi [124]

Udoguchi [124]
Udogucni [IZ4J
Uaoguchi [124]

Taira [12b]

Taira [12_]

Taira [126]

Taira [12b]

Taira [12t,]

Udoguchi [124]

Udoguchi LlZ4]

Uaoguchi L124]

Udoguchi [124]

Udoguchi L124]
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POOR QUALrrY

A11oy

Nickel-Base A11oys

HASTELLOY N

wrought

HASTELLUY X

HASTELLOY X

wrought

INCONEL 600

wrought

INCONEL 718

forged

UDIMET 700

Tmax Tmin
°C °C

871

871
871
871
871

?O5
7O5
7O5
7O5

7O5
9OO

927

871

650

983

205

var.
var.
var.

65O

5O
var.
var.
26O

300
300

427

538

300

2O5

TABLE 1. - Continued.

Freq., Hz. Freq., Hz.
TMF ISO

0.00118 ?

var. ?
var. ?
var. ?
.0239 ?

.0010 ?
var. ?
var. ?

.0200 ?

.0083 0.0083

.0083 .0083

.0167 .0167

? .00833

.0056 .0056

.0067 .133

Response type

ac T A_in

Iso./TMF

A_T

Out In

? ? N -

? ? N

? ? N -
? ? N

? ? N

? ? N

? ? N

? ? N

? ? N

I I

I I

? ? N

? ? N

i I ]l

? ?

? ?

? ?

B N

I so./TMF

ACin

Out In

N A

N A

N -

N -

B N

Ref.

Carden [132]

Taira [122]

Kaufman [133]

Swindeman [15]

Kuwabara [119]

Vogel [134]



Alloy Tmax
°C

Nickel-Base Alloys

Tmin

°C

INCONEL 738LC 900 300

cast

IN-738 ? ?

cast

INCONEL 939 900

cast

MAR M247 900

cast

300

300

Ren_ 80 900 300

cast

Ren_ 80 lO00 344

cast

Ren_ 80 (vac) 1000 400

cast

Ren_ 80 1093 649

cast

B1900 983 205

cast

Nimonic 90 1000 350

MAR-M200 1000 500

cast

TABLE I. - Continued.

8Cr-1OCo-6AI-6Mo-ITi 927

800
7O0

860

860

700

860

EP 693VD Alloy

594

Z00
200

700

200

200

700

Freq., Hz. Freq,, Hz.
TMF ISO

0.0056 0.0056

? ?

.0056 .0056

.0056 .0056

.0056 .0056

.0049 .0049

.0014 .007-

.050

? ?

.0067 .133

? ?

.0037 .200-

.00006

.013 .013

.009 ?

.009 ?

.009 ?

.009 ?

.009 ?

.009 ?

Response type

AcT aCin

0 I

? ?

I' I

i j [_

0 I

? ?

I I

? ?

? ?

? ?

? I

? ?

? I
? I

? I

? !

? I

? I

Iso./TMF Iso./TMF

AcT acin

Out In Out In

Ref.

N B A A Kuwabara [llg]

? ? ? ? Ostergren [135]

B N A A Ostergren [135]

N N A A Ostergren LI35J

N N A A Ostergren [135]

A A McKnight [136]

A A Sheinker [137]

? ? Cook [138]

A A Vogel [134]

A ? ? Tilly [139]

A A A A Bill [140]

N A ? ? Lindholm [141]

? ? ? ? Bashunin [14Z]

? ? ? ? Bashunin [142]

? ? ? ? Bashunin [142]

? ? ? A Basnunin _I4Z_
? ? ? A Bashunin L142J

? ? ? A Bashunin [142]



Alloy Tmax Tmin
°C °C

Cobalt-Base Alloys

MAR-M509 llO0 200
cast

WI-52 983 205
cast

MAR-M302 lO00 500

cast

Copper-Base Alloys

AMZIRC-I/2 Hard 538 260

Tantalum-Base Alloys

T-Ill 150 205

ASTAR 8llC I150 205

TABLE I. - Concluded.

Freq., Hz. Freq., Hz.
TMF ISO

0.0125 0.025-

.I00

.0067 ?

.0065 .0065

.00125 .00333

.0065 .0065

.0065 .0065

Response Type

aCT _in

? ?

? ?

? 0

I I

I I

I I

Iso./TMF

AcT

Out In

A ?

? A

A N

A A

N A

A A

[So. ITMF

aCin

Out In

? ?

? ?

A N

A A

N A

A A

Ref.

Rezai-Aria [143]

Vogel [134]

Sneffler L144]

Conway [145]

Sheffler []46]

Sheffler [146]
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OF POOR OUALITY

Year

intro-

duced

]953

1960

1960

1962

1965

1967

1968

1969
1970

1971
1971

1971
1971

1973

1973
1973
1975

1976

1976

1976
1976

1977

1978

1978
1979

1979

1980

1982
198z

1983
]985

Reviewers*

Engineering life prediction models

for high temperatures

TABLE 2. - SUMMARY OF REVIEWS OF ISOTHERMAL LIFE PREDICTION METHODS

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Manson-Coffin Law [167] [5] X

Hysteresis Energy [168]
Exhaustion of Ductility [169]

Time & Cycle Fraction [152] X
Universal Slopes [7] X

10% Rule [8] X
Crack Growth Model (Tomklns) [170]

Frequency Modified Life [70] X
Characteristic Slopes [171] X

Modified Time & Cycle Fraction [9] X
Strainrange Partitioning [I0] X

Time-Cycle Failure Diagram [172]
Interactive Time & Cycle Fraction [173]

Saheb and Bui-Quoc [174] X
Crack Growth Model (Solomon) [175] X
Crack Growth Model (Carden) [176] X
Continuum Damage [153]

Damage Rate [177]
Frequency Separation [72]
Ostergren Approach [71]
P&WA SRP Combustor Model [178]

Leis Energy Model [179]
Grain 8oundary Sliding [180]
Ductility Normalized SRP [69]
Stress-Crack Tip Oxidation [181]

SST Model [18Z]
Modified Damage Rate [183]
Ecole de Mines de Paris SRP Model [184]
Radhakrishnam Crack Tip Energy Model [164" -

Total Strainrange - SRP [185]

Cyclic Damage Accumulation [186]

X X X X

X

X X X X

X X X X X

- X X X X
x X

X X X X X

X X

X X X X X X

x x x x ×
X X

X X

X

_, X X X Xx x _A

X X X X X

X

- X

_

X X

X X

X X

*I - Manson, 1976 [154]

Z - Coffin, 1976 [156]
3 - Wen-thing then, 1977 [160]
4 - Coffin, 1979 [157]
5 - Bernstein, 1979 [165]
6 - Halford, 1980 [161]

7 - Manson, 1982 [155]
8 - Lundberg and Sandstrom, 1982 [158]
9 - Batte, 1983 [166]

I0 - Nazmy and Wuthrich, 1983 [162]
II - Cailletaud and Nouailhas, 1983 [163]

12 - Radhakrishnam, 1984 [164]
13 - Miller, Priest, and Ellison, 1984 [159]
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TABLE 3. - TOTAL

STRAINRANGE

CRITERION

PREDICTIONS,

TIME-INDEPENDENT

Isothermal

temperature,
°C

Min. 0

Avg. 500
Max. lO00

Predicted

life,
cycles

740
560

233

TABLE 4. - OSTERGREN APPROACH

(aEin)(OT), TIME-DEPENDENT

Isothermal
temperature,

°C

Min. 0

Pt. B. 410

Avg. 500
Max. lO00

Predicted life, cycles

In-phase

1547

797
660
I06

Out-of-phase

400

169
27

TABLE 5. - OSTERGREN APPROACH

(TENSILE HYSTERESIS ENERGY),

TIME-INDEPENDENT

Isothermal

temperature,
°C

Min. 0
Pt. B. 410

Avg. 500
Max. I000

Predicted life, cycles

In-phase

1249
644
533

85

Out-of-phase

717

306
49



TABLE 6. - TOTAL

STRAINRANGE

CRITERION

PREDICTIONS,

TIME-DEPENDENT

Isothermal

temperature,
°C

Min. 0

Avg. 500
Max. I000

Predicted

life,

cycles

910
474
205

TABLE 7. - OSTERGREN APPROACH

(aCin)(OT), TIME-DEPENDENT

Isothermal

temperature,
°C

Min. 0
Pt. B. 370
Avg. 500
Max. I000

Predicted life, cycles

In-phase

1681
874
625

25

Out-of-phase

400
m-w

147
6



TABLE8. - OSTERGRENAPPROACH

(TENSILEHYSTERESISENERGY),
TIME-DEPENDENT

Isothermal
temperature,

°C

Min. 0
Pt. B. 370
Avg. 500
Max. I000

Predicted life, cycles

In-phase

1621
842
602

24

Out-of-phase

794

295
12

TABLE9. - TMFPARAMETERS0 TO I000 °C)

Parameter In-phase Out-of-phase

aCin
A_

aCinoT,MPa
AWT,MPa

0.005/0.00500
0.008/0.00756
1.05/0.991
0.800/0.667

0.005/0.00500
0.008/0.00756
2.38/2.36
1.11/1.04

TABLE I0. - TOTAL STRAINRANGE APPROACH

Isothermal
temperatures,

°C

0
5OO

1000

Predicted life, cycles

Time-independent

320
450

1450

Time-dependent

330
484

5110
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Figure 5.- Extremes of biaxial thermal stress fields.
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temperature.
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